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Abstract

Neutron coincidence counting is commonly used for the non destructive assay of plutonium bearing
waste or for safeguards verification measurements. A major drawback of conventional coincidence
counting is related to the fact that a valid calibration is needed to convert a neutron coincidence
count rate to a 240Pu equivalent mass (240Pueq). In waste assay, calibrations are made for
representative waste matrices and source distributions. The actual waste however may have quite
different matrices and source distributions compared to the calibration samples. This often results in
a bias of the assay result.

This paper presents a theoretical study of a new neutron multiplicity-sensitive coincidence counting
technique including an auto-calibration of the neutron detection efficiency. The coincidence counting
principle is based on the recording of one and two dimensional Rossi alpha distributions triggered
respectively by pulse pairs and by pulse triplets. Rossi alpha distributions allow an easy discrimination
between real and accidental coincidences and are aimed at being measured by a PC-based fast time
interval analyzer. The Rossi-alpha distributions can be easily expressed in terms of a limited number
of factorial moments of the neutron multiplicity distributions. The presented technique - which will
be indicated as Time Interval Analysis (TIA) - allows under certain conditions an unbiased
measurement of the 2i0P\it(l mass. TIA is complementary to Time Correlation Analysis (TCA) theories
which were developed in the past, but is from the theoretical point of view much simpler and allows
a straightforward calculation of deadtime corrections and error propagation.

Analytical expressions are derived for the Rossi-alpha distributions expressed as a function of the
factorial moments of the efficiency dependent multiplicity distributions. A deadtime correction
algorithm based on the theory of probability generating functions, is outlined. The validity and the
performance of the proposed TIA theory and the deadtime correction formulas is demonstrated and
verified via Monte Carlo simulations of pulse trains and the subsequent analysis of the simulated data.

The analysis of the simulation data shows that TIA can easily track any sample-dependent changes
in the detection efficiency and the detector die away time, even if the actual neutron trains are affected
by counting losses. Therefore TIA can perform measurements of the 24OPueq mass with negligible bias.
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1. Introduction

Neutron coincidence counting is commonly used for the non-destructive assay of plutonium
bearing waste. Coincidence counting is applied to discriminate between (a,n)-neutrons and fission
neutrons, and is generally realised using counting electronics based on the shift register (SR) or
the variable dead time counter (VDC). These counting techniques inherently suffer from the fact
that they rely on a calibration of the neutron detection efficiency and are by consequence relative
to the calibration. A bias of the assay result is generally due to waste matrices and/or source
distributions which are different from the reference samples used for calibration. Any unknown
deviation of the detection efficiency from its calibration value will bias the measurement of the
240Pueq mass and accurate measurements are only possible if reliable calibrations exists.

The detailed physico-chemical characteristics of the waste-packages however are generally
unknown and so are the source distribution and the interactions of the neutrons with the waste
or waste matrix. This strongly limits the accuracy with which the detection efficiency or variations
of the calibration constant can be known and hence will increase the measurement uncertainty of
the measured 240Pueq mass. To overcome this problem, techniques such as the add-a-source
technique, can be applied. The add-a-source technique [1] attempts to account for the neutron
properties of the waste matrix by indirectly measuring the neutron properties of the sample. An
external neutron source is used to measure the influence of the sample matrix on the neutron
count rate from which a correction for the matrix effects can be obtained.

Other techniques accounting for possible variations of the detection efficiency are the so-called
time correlation analysis (TCA) techniques [2,3]. These techniques register possible variations of
the detection efficiency directly from the pulse train of detected neutrons. TCA is essentially based
on an indirect monitoring of detected pulse multiplets with a multiplicity counter. The data from
the multiplicity counter is interpreted via a theoretical model which allows to calculate the
detection efficiency.

The Time Interval Analysis which will be described here is basically complementary to existing
time correlation analysis techniques and also offers the same advantages with respect to the
minimization of the systematic bias due to unknown sample-dependent deviations of the detection
efficiency. It is essentially based on a theoretical model describing the pulse train and a set of
measurable quantities containing specific information on the pulse train. The experimental
quantities necessary for the TIA proposed here are taken from Rossi alpha distributions which can
—by using the factorial moments of the neutron multiplicity distributions— easily be expressed
as a function of all the parameters of interest. The Rossi-alpha distribution is well known from
reactor noise analysis [4], but is also closely related to conventional coincidence counting
techniques using shift register (SR) principles.

The concept of TIA as it will be outlined here offers the possibility to set up a system of three
equations, from which the three unknowns: NSF the spontaneous fissions rate, Na the rate of
(oc,n) neutrons and e the detection efficiency can be derived.

The experimental acquisition of the Rossi-alpha distributions from the pulse train is not treated
here but it is aimed to record the Rossi-alpha distributions with a high frequency PC-based time
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interval analyser board. High frequency PC-based TIA-boards are commercially available. These
time interval analysers offer the possibility to measure all individual time intervals between
detected pulses in neutron counting without adding dead time. An appropriate analysis software
then allows to reconstruct the Rossi-alpha distributions from the array of successive time intervals.
Experimentally recorded Rossi-alpha distributions will always show some distortion caused by
counting losses due to deadtime effects in the detectors and the electronics. In order to be useful
for TIA, experimental Rossi-alpha distributions will need to be corrected for counting losses.
These correction functions will be derived using the probability generating functions.

The validity of the TIA, including dead time corrections, will be demonstrated using Monte Carlo
simulations of pulse trains which are then analysed using the concept of TIA.

2. Properties of the one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution

The Rossi-alpha distribution is generally mentioned when the principles of neutron coincidence
counting are explained. It is a probability distribution of the time intervals between pulses
generated in the neutron detection process. The one dimensional distribution is obtained by
starting a clock at t = 0, with the arrival of each pulse. Each clock registers the arrival times of
all following pulses and these times are tallied in time bins ranging from 0 to a predefined value
corresponding to a fixed time window. The distribution of the tallies among the different time bins
gives the Rossi-alpha distribution S, (t) triggered by pulse pairs e.g. a tally is only made when at
least a pulse pair lays within the time window.

2.1 Response to random events

If only random events are being detected, then the distribution is constant in time. This can be
proven based on the distributions IN (t) of time intervals between pulses (the subscript N indicates
that intervals between a pulse and its Nth neighbouring pulse are considered). These time interval
distributions are shown in Figure 1 for different values of N. If N=l, successive pulses are
considered. The time interval distribution for events following Poisson statistics with an average
rate X is given by [5]:

If the distributions of time intervals IN(t) are summed over all possible N, then:

CO

£ W - *•
N - ]

This means that single neutrons following Poisson statistics will contribute with a constant base
line proportional to X2 to the Rossi-alpha distribution S,(t).
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2.2 Response to coincident pulse multiplets

If also real coincident pulse multiplets are present, the Rossi-alpha distribution is given by:

Sx(t) -Ax + J V \ (3)

in which the subscript refers to the triggering by a pulse pair. The distribution S,(t) is composed
of two components in which At is the amplitude due to accidental coincidences and R, is the
amplitude due to real coincidences. The time constant T is the die-away time of the detector
assembly.

The exponential form of the Rossi-alpha distribution is related to the fact that a population of
coincident neutrons emitted at a time t = 0 in a fission reaction, will decay following a mono-
exponential function e'l/r. It is assumed that any neutron population decays in the fundamental
mode.

The normalized probability P(t) to detect a neutron at a time t, after it entered a detector block
is given by:

Pit) - -e-"\ (4)

The detection of one neutron out of a group of coincident neutrons is independent of the
detection of any other neutron from that group and the probability to record three pulses at
respective times th t2 and t3 is given by:

P(tvtrt3) - — e * . (5)
T

From this quantity, and similar expressions for higher order pulse multiplets, the distributions of
time intervals between respective pulses and their contribution to the Rossi-alpha distribution can
be derived. The probability P ' w of finding a time interval A = t2-t, between the first and second
pulse of a triplet can be derived from equation (5) by setting t2 = tl + A and t3 = tt + A + 6 and
integrating over both, t, and 6 from 0 ->•«. This gives:

P/2(A) = - U - 2 A / \ (6)
3T

Remark that this probability distribution has a time constant 2/r rather than 1/r. The probability
distributions of finding a time interval of lenght A between the second and the third pulse, and
between the first and the third pulse of a triplet can be calculated in a similar way and is given by
respectively:
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P/3(A) - -U" A * , (7)
6

P,',(A) - j-[l - e-AH]e-&'\ (8)

The Rossi-alpha distribution is actually collecting the sum of this three distributions of time
intervals, and it can be verified that it is proportional to:

i?(A) - eA / t . (9)

The time interval distributions P'12 (A), P'23 (A), P'l3 (A) and R (A) are shown in Figure 2.

The Rossi-alpha distribution is intimately related to the response of the shift register which
measures an integrated number of counts (or count rates) in two equal time windows positioned
at two different locations on the time axis of the Rossi-alpha distribution. Such integration
windows are depicted in Figure 3. The count rates within these windows will respectively yield
quantities proportional to {A, + Rj) and A,. Only the time window close to the origin t=0 will
record contributions from real coincidences, while the time window at a time {t > 1/r) will only
record contributions due to accidental coincidences. The quantity measured with the SR and
usually referred to as the reals count rate is proportional to R,. The proportionality constant
depends on known experimental parameters such as: the gate lenght defining the time windows,
the die a-way time T, the predelay and the measuring time. The predelay is used to circumvent the
distortions at short times due to dead time of the detection system and counting electronics as can
be seen on Figure 3.

2.3 Effect of the neutron detection efficiency e

If r,, the real coincident count rate, is defined as the surface under the Rossi-alpha distribution
corrected for the accidental count rate:

r, = CRxe^dt - x/?,, (10)

then the dependence of the quantity r, on the parameters NSF and the detection efficiency e can
be calculated by evaluating the response to individual multiplets of coincident pulses. Detected
multiplets of/ pulses, emitted at a fission rate NSF, will contribute:

counts to r, (the response to a pulse quadruplet is depicted in Figure 4a). It is clear that the
singlets (i = 1) do not contribute to r, In this way (<x,n)-neutrons are excluded from rt. The way
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the one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution is constructed is shown in Figure 4a.

The probability P(v,i, e) to detect a multiplicity / with a detection efficiency e when a group of
v neutrons were emitted is given by:

/ » ( v , / , e ) = ( ' ) e ' ( l - 8 ) v ( . ( 1 2 )

When NSF neutron groups are emitted per second with neutron multiplicity v according to the
probabilities P(v), then the real coincidence rate rt is given by:

— —
- 2 2 V . 2

ri - NSF E — — E p(v^
2

Rearranging indices and using the binomial theorem this expression can be reduced to:

rf NSF s2 E V(V " [ ) p(v)-
v - 2 2

The sum over v is usually limited to N terms because the quantities P(v) become very small for
increasing v.

The sum given in expression (14) can also be written as:

rl =

which defines the second factorial moment M2 of the probability distribution P(v). The ith factorial
moment of the distribution P(v) is defined by:

M{ = J^ v(v - 1) . . . (v - / + 1
V • I

Finally the expression for the one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution results in:

1 Le{ (17)
2 t
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3. Properties of the two dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution

In quite a similar way a two dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution S/t^tJ, triggered by pulse
triplets, can be defined. In this case, tallies will only be made when there are at least three pulses
within the predefined time window. For each pulse pair separated by a time t, within a predefined
time window, all possible time intervals t2 to pulses within an identical time window are registered
in time bins. The fact that the Rossi-alpha distribution triggered by triplets is dealt with as a two
dimensional distribution, is related to the origin of pulse triplets. Pulse triplets may be of a mixed
origen e.g. they can be composed of three random pulses or of a combination of a random pulse
and a coincident pulse pair or it may be a real coincident pulse triplet. To disentangle real
coincident triplets from the purely random and the mixed pulse multiplets it is necessary to
monitor time interval distributions along two independent time axis. Along the time axis t, the
Rossi-alpha distribution of time intervals between a first and a second pulse are registered. The
axis t2 monitors the Rossi-alpha distribution of time intervals starting from this second pulse. The
way tallies are made in the (th ^)-space and the two dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution is
constructed, is depicted in Figure 4b which is to be compared with Figure 4a.

All possible contributions to the Rossi-alpha distribution S2(t1,t2) can be identified taking into
account the time interval distributions between random and coincident pulses outlined in the
expressions (2) to (9). In the following sub paragraphs the different possible contributions will
be identified.

3.1 Response to non-correlated pulse multipiets

Two different contributions which include random pulses can be identified:

I) A purely random contribution which is independent of t, and t2 and which is only characterized
by the random rate X:

A2 - X' (18)

II) Contributions of a mixed origin resulting from a triggering triplet composed of a random pulse
and a coincident pulse pair of a multiplet. Depending on the position of the random pulse: before
the pulse pair, within the pulse pair or after the pulse pair, the following contributions can
respectively be identified:

a) after the pulse pair :

k ZEUll °—,C2
e— (19)

b) within the pulse pair :
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e2 M. e » e * /2012 V CV
c) before the pulse pair :

C.(O = X - ^ * i _ = C, 1 — (21)
2 T T

3.2 Response to coincident pulse multiplets

The contribution of real coincident multiplets can be found by investigating the time distributions
between the consecutive pulses of a real multiplet. The time-dependent contribution of e.g. a
triplet to the two dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution is given by:

R2{tvt2)~e-*^\ (22)

This can be verified summing up the different time distributions between pulses of a real multiplet
as outlined in expressions (6) to (8). The general time-dependent contribution of pulse multiplets,
R2(t,,t2) can be found much easier when considering the Rossi-alpha distribution R(lt), which
expresses the probability of detecting a pulse at /'=/',, given a pulse at t'=0. The combined
probability of detecting a pulse at /'=/', and one at t'=t2, given a pulse at /'=0, is given by the
product:

R(t ',) R(t 2) « e - e

where the relationship between arrival times and time intervals is i,=t, and t'2=t1+t2.
Normalisation of this time-dependent expression finally results in:

e3 M. e-*ih
 e-hh -W

l *

The two dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution can be written as:

Si^tvt-i} = A2 + C2( e * + e * + e l z ) * R2 e
 l e * . (25)

The contributions to S2(tlttJ for a pulse quadruplet are depicted in Figure 5.
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Analogous to the one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution a quantity r2 can be defined as the time
integral ofR/tjJJ:

*M t) dt dt -- R —. (26)

o o

From a derivation similar to the one outlined in the equations (11) to (16) the quantity r2 can be
expressed as a function of the third factorial moment:

M3

— . (27)

4. System of equations consistent with an auto-calibration of the coincidence counting

4.1 Auto-calibration of the detection efficiency e

With the quantities T (total count rate), r{ and r2 defined in the previous paragraphs, the following
system of three equations can be build up:

T - NSFzM{ • Nae, (28)

rx -

The solution vector (NSF, Na, e) of this system of equations can be found using simple
substitutions. The ratio r2 /rt is independent of the unknowns NSF and Na, and yields a value for
the mean detection efficiency e. Once e is determined from the equations (29) and (30), the
unknowns NSF and Na can be found by substitution.

The left hand sides of the equations (28) to (30) are directly determined from the total count rate
and from the one and two dimensional Rossi-alpha distributions using appropriate fitting
procedures. First the parameter r is determined from the one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution
together with its uncertainty. This allows to account for possible variations of the die away time.
Once T is known, the Rossi-alpha distributions are fitted using the time functions given in the
expressions (17) and (25). From these fittings, Markov estimators for the coefficients /*; and r2

are determined together with their respective uncertainties. Apart from the multiplicity
distributions this working method clearly doesn't make use of any prior knowledge of
experimental parameters.
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4.2 The effect of the energy spectrum for spontaneous fission and (<x,n)-reaction

Untill now, we had always assumed that the detection efficiency for the detection of neutrons,
originating from a spontaneous fission and an (cc,n)-reaction was the same. Since the energy
spectra of neutrons from a spontaneous fission and an (a,n)-reaction sligthly differ, a different
moderation and absorption behaviour is expected, which will finally result in a different detection
efficiency. In stead of one global detection efficiency e, a separate detection efficiency for
neutrons coming from spontaneous fissions esp and for neutrons originating from (a,n)-reactions
ea is expected.

Thanks to the fact that the proposed method can easily separate the real coincident effects from
other random and mixed effects, the effect of a different energy spectrum will not bias our
determination of the A^-rate. Indeed, since r, and r2 represent the coincident effects, where only
spontaneous fission neutrons are involved, the detection efficiency e in equations (29) and (30)
will simply be replaced by eSF and the equations (29) and (30) can now be solved for eSF and Nsp,
The effect of the different energy spectra will only be found in the random and mixed coefficients
of the one and two dimensional Rossi-alpha distributions.

4.3 The effect of neutron multiplication

In waste assay it is assumed that the plutonium masses to be assayed are small and dispersed and
hence that there will be no multiplication and by consequence no correction has to be performed.

In safeguards verification measurements dealing with relatively high plutonium masses in densely
packed samples, the multiplication effect biases the P(v) distribution and gives more importance
to the higher order multiplicities. The bias of the P(v) distribution by neutron multiplication will,
of course, be reflected in the factorial moments of this distribution. The way the factorial moments
A/, (p) change with the multiplication factor/?, defined as the number of induced neutrons per
starting neutron, was given by Bohnel [6]. Taking into account neutron multiplication we end up
with a new unknown parameter p, which leaves us with 4 unknowns but only with three
equations.

Since safeguards verification measurements make use of samples which, compared to waste
drums, have a well characterized matrix with respect to neutron detection, a reliable calibration
of the detection efficiency can be made. The neutron detection efficiency e can then be considered
as a known parameter. By using Bohnels generalized expressions of the factorial moments M/pJ
we obtain a new set of 3 equations in the 3 unknowns (p, NSF, NJ, which can easily be solved for
the three unknowns.

If however the detection efficiency has to be treated as an unknown parameter, an extention of
the TIA-method with a fourth equation based on a three dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution can
be evaluated. This 3-D Rossi-alpha distribution will provide us with information about the number
of detected quadruplets. The feasibility and accuracy of such an approach is directly linked with
the capabibility of detecting real coincident quadruplets. Neutron multiplication will not be further
considered here, but was mentioned to indicate the applicability of TIA in the neutron assay were
neutron multiplication is not negligible.
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5. Deadtime correction based on probability generating functions

Time Interval Analysis is based on the assumption that all measured time intervals between pulses
perfectly reflect the arrival times of neutrons absorbed in the detectors. Real measurement data
however will be affected by counting losses due to deadtime effects in the detectors and the
associated electronics. These will in general significantly perturb the time dependent count rate
distributions that are necessary for the TIA-handling. Hence, an uncorrected TIA-technique will
end up with erroneous results and to be applicable, the perturbed count rate distributions first will
have to be corrected for counting losses.

In the following subparagraphs the analytical expressions necessary to correct the total count rate,
and the one and two dimensional Rossi-alpha distributions for counting losses due to deadtime
will be derived.

5.1 The joint-probability functions for an updating deadtime counter

The neutron detector assembly and its associated electronics is commonly described as an
updating deadtime counter. The counting losses due to deadtime effects are generally
characterized by a single deadtime parameter 8 which is of the order of one us and which is
generally kept as low as possible. The physical status of the gate G of the updating deadtime
counter can be 'open' or 'closed'. If the gate is in the 'open' status, a neutron can be detected and
produces a pulse which is counted. If a neutron is detected, G goes in the status 'closed' for a time
6. When the gate is in the status 'closed', no neutrons can be counted and every new arriving
neutron extends the status 'closed' for another time 6. Hence only a neutron, for which the
previous neutron was detected at a time 8 before the arrival of the neutron in question, is
detected.

The model of the updating deadtime counter allows to evaluate the total count rate T(d), the one
dimensional (1-D) Rossi-alpha distribution S,(t, 8) and the two dimensional (2-D) Rossi-alpha
distribution S2((, ,(2,8) as a. function of counting losses characterised by the deadtime 8. The
quantities T(d), S,(t, 3), S2(t,,t2,8) c a n be considered as conditional probabilities of detecting
respectively a single neutron, a neutron pair and a neutron triplet given the condition that each
detected neutron is followed by a time delay 6, during which no other neutrons can be counted.
Such conditional probabilities can be dealt with in a more general way considering the joint-
probability functions W(N,,N2,...NU) of having a fixed number of pulses Nt in M non-overlapping
time intervals /,, For the quantities T(d), S,(t,8) and S2(t,,t2,6) these probabilities can be
explicitly related to a series of time intervals in which only one or no pulses should appear.

The total count-rate T(8) can then be evaluated as the joint-probability function W(0,l) which
expresses the conditional probability of counting:

-no pulses in time interval I, = [t1-8,t,[
-one pulse in time interval I2 = [t,,t,+dt,].

The 1 -D Rossi-alpha distribution S,(t, 8) can be evaluated as the joint-probability function
W(0,1,0,1) which expresses the conditional probability of counting:
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-no pulses in the time interval lt = [ti-6,t,[
-one pulse in the time interval 12~ [ti,t,+dt,]
-no pulses in the time interval I3= [t2-8,t2[
-one pulse in the time interval I4= [t2,t2+dt2],

and the 2-D Rossi-alpha distribution S2(t,,t2,6) can be evaluated as the joint-probability function
W(0,1,0,1,0,1) which expresses the conditional probability of counting:

-no pulses in the time interval It = [t1-6,t1[
-one pulse in the time interval I2 = [tijtj+dt,]
-no pulses in the time interval I3 = [t2-S,t2[
-one pulse in the time interval I4 = [t2,t2+dt2]
-no pulses in the time interval I5 = [t3-5,t3[
-one pulse in the time interval I6= [t3,t3+dt3].

5.2 The concept of the probability generating function

The joint-probability functions W(Nl,N2,...NM) are constructed using the probability generating
function F(k,,k2,..kM) which is defined as [7]:

^ ^ ^ > ( 3 1 ,

The joint-probability functions are found as the coefficients in the Taylor-expansion of Fin terms

An explicit expression for H= In F, from which these coefficients can be derived, was given by
Van Kampen [8] as:

H(kv..kJ = In F(kv..kJ

vf dt
m gJL'i-Q

In which gm (t;,...tm) are the correlation functions which are the building components of the one-,
two-, three- and higher-dimensional Rossi-alpha distributions, in accordance with the definitions
given in the previous paragraphs:
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gfi^ A.

e

2 x
, tA, tt-t, tft. tyt,

N 83M3 i -&• -— -&• - — (33)

x'

— e x e x e x = Q e x e x e T

The expansion of the joint-probability funtions W(0,l,0,...l) based on the probability generating
function will in practice be limited to only these terms containing gi,g2, g3 and g4. The higher
order terms, as will be proven further, are negligible. In this approach H(Z,,...ZM) can be rewritten
as:

H(ZV...ZM) - log F(ZX,...ZJ
M - M . M

m-1
M

jr E
i4

where ^m , represent different integrations of the correlation functions over the time intervals
/„,...// which can, in the case of e.g. three time intervals Im, /„, Ih be written more explicitly as:

(35)

In the evaluation of the joint-probability functions W(0,l,0,...l), we will extensively make use of
the basic assumption: dti<zd«l. From this basic assumption we derive two practical
approximations:

1) A first series of simplifications can be made considering that all integrations over
intervals /„ with i = even will yield terms containing contributions of the order of
magnitude dtt which can be neglected compared to terms containing only integrations over
time intervals Ifi with j = odd. These simplifications can be extended to the more general
cases involving multiple integrations over time intervals /, and Ij and will lead to a general
simplification procedure in which terms involving less integrations over intervals /,, with
i = even, will dominate over terms involving more such integrations.

A. « A.
1 -1 (36)

AiJ« Ax,« A i - even, j - odd
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2) A second series of simplifications are based on the fact that 6 « 1 and that powers n of
8 are much smaller than 5, 6"« 6 for n = 2, 3,.. . . In this way terms involving multiple
integrations over 8 can be neglected compared to terms involving less integrations over
the time interval S.

A111*- Aii<< A1 J ' " o d d

5.3 Calculation of the deadtime correction for the total count-rate T(8)

The total count-rate T(6) measured with an updating deadtime counter with deadtime parameter
d can be evaluated by the joint-probability function W(0, 1) as specified in the previous
subparagraph and which, for simplicity will be indicated, as W2. Since the joint-probability
function W2 is found as a coefficient in the Taylor-expansion of the probability generating
function, by taking the first derivative with respect to the variable Z2 in the point
Z = (ZIt Z^.^ZJ = 0, W2\s given as:

W - —I - e " ^ — \
2~ ezj2-0 dzlz*j 2

M . M (38)

m-l

In this case we have only two time intervals, soM= 2 and this expression reduces to :

2

Using further the simplifications outlined in the expressions (36) and (37) this can be further
reduced to:

W2 * e'Al (A2 - An) (40)

Higher order terms which also include correlation functions gm with m >2, will give negligible
contributions compared to the main contribution given in expression (40) and hence the limitation
to the terms m < 5, assumed previously, is justified.

Considering the simplifications where applicable, the quantities Ah A2 and Al2 are given as:

Af A,6

A2= Xdt
». (41)

An = fdta(Ke ^)dt « K bdt
t-t>
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The joint-probability function W2 finally results in:

which expresses the relation between the observed total count rate T(8) with the updating
deadtime counter and the actual total count rate k. Assuming Kb/k« 1 this can be further reduced
to the formula for deadtime correction of the total count-rate often found in text books [5].

5.4 Calculation of the deadtime correction for the 1-D Rossi-alpha distribution St(t,d)

An expression for the 1-D Rossi-alpha distribution recorded with an updatating dead time counter
with deadtime parameter 6 can be evaluated as the conditional joint-probability function
W(0,1,0,1) related to time intervals 1^ ... I4, as defined in subparagraph 5.1. The joint-probability
function W(0,1,0,1) = W24 is found as a coefficient in the Taylor expansion of the probability
generating function by taking the second partial derivative with respect to the variables Z2 and Z4

in Z = 0:

Wu . JP(0,l,0,l) - -^—\^ e^[—.— * ~ ^ - ] U
ez2dzA az2 dz4 az2azA ( 4 3 )

~ e •{A2AA - Afi2 - A2BA + B2BA + A2A - T2A)

with Bj and T24 defined as:
4

m • 1

2̂4= E
4 <4 4>

m - 1

Considering the simplifications summarized in the expressions (36) and (37), B2, B4 and T24 can
be written as:

BA * Au+ A3A « K 6 ( 1 . e T )dt

K 6 ( 1 + e T )dtx

( 4 5 )

2

T2A * Am+ A2A3 « r 6 e T df,df2 • r 6

Considering the simplifications where applicable, the quantities A, and A24 equate to :
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Af Ay X6
A.= Xdt, A.= Xdt.

t , <46>

AM c Ke x dtxdt2

The one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution S/t, d), recorded with an updating deadtime counter
with deadtime parameter 6 can, after rescaling of the time axis with t=(2-t}, be written as:

W2A a £" ( / - t2- tx)dtxdt2

.1 .1 .1 .2-i ( 4 ? )

U 2 6(1 * e x) - J 6(e x • e x)}

If we rewrite S,(t, 6) as a function of the unperturbed one dimensional Rossi-alpha distribution
Sj(t) we finally get:

(48)

5.5 Calculation of the deadtime correction for the 2-D Rossi-alpha distribution S2(t,,t2,6)

An expression for the 2-D Rossi-alpha distribution -S/^/. t2,6) recorded with an updating deadtime
counter with deadtime parameter 6 can be evaluated as the conditional joint-probability function
W(0,1,0, J, 0,1). The joint-probability function W(0,1,0,1,0,1) = W246 is found as a coefficient in
the Taylor expansion of the probability generating function by taking the third derivative with
respect to the three variables Z2, Z4, Z6 in Z = 0:

W2A6 , FF(0,l,0,l,0,D . fF' \^

dff dH d2H dH d2H dH d2H dH

az2az6

Relaying on the approximations and simplifications given in the expressions (36) and (37) the
equation (49) reduces to:
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^-_{(Ai - B2)(A4 -

T2A)(A6 - BJ • <A« - T^(A2 - B2) • (A26 - T^(A< - BA)

m-1

Considering the assumptions (36) and (37), we can simplify this expression to obtain :

• A246

(51)

The quantities AiJk equate to:

Ay= Ay A5= kb
A~= kdt, A.- kdt. A,= kdt.

2 2 4 4 6 6

f Ke x dtxdt2 A^ Ke x dt2dt3 A26= Ke

^ Te x e x dtxdt2dt^

Taking into account the assumptions (36) and (37) the quantities B2, B4 and B6 can be written as:

B2= A2l+A^ AK* Kb(U e~ x
 + e" x)dtl

54= AAX+ A^ AAf Kb(U e * + e T )dt2
 ( 5 3 >

hhhh

Under the assumptions (36) and (37) the quantities T24, T46 and T26 result in :

^24= A7*\* Ain* AIA<C T b[e + e * e ]dt dt

(54)

and the sum £A246m equates to:
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2461 2463 2465

(55)

= Q b[e x e x + e x e x * e x e x ]

By inserting the quantitities given in the expressions (53), (54) and (55) in equation (50) and
after rescaling the time axis such that t2-t, => tt and trt2 => t2, we obtain the following result for
the 2-D Rossi-alpha distribution S2 (t,, t2, 6) as a function of the non-perturbed 2-D Rossi-alpha
distribution S/t,, tj :

tvtvb) * S2(tvt2) e

[e x+ e x+ e x+ e x+ e x + e x + 3e x ]

[e + e * e + 2e e * 2e e * 2e e ]

u t, u t, t, t,

5.6 Deadtime correction algorithm for the Time Interval Analysis

The parameters A^ and e calculated from the TIA using the quantities r, and r2, directly
extracted from the raw 1-D and 2-D distributions affected by counting losses, will generally be
erroneous. A correction of the perturbed distributions using the deadtime correction formulas
(42), (48) and (56) is in this case necessary. Since the correction formulas are non-linear an
iterative approach should be applied. The iteration process needs initial values for the parameters
A, K, T and Q. Initial values for X, K and T for the first iteration step can be obtained from the
fitting of the perturbed time distributions. In the same way, the nth iteration step will then further
provide the initial values necessary for the n+l1h iteration step. The parameter Q, which is
essentially related to pulse quadruplets, is not directly accessible via the 1-D and 2-D distributions.
A very precise value for the parameter Q however is not necessary for the first iteration steps and
a value equal to zero is a good approximation at this stage. The first iteration steps will then give
approximate values for A^ and e from which a theoretical value for Q can be calculated. Using
values for Q * 0 completes the iteration process which will converge to the desired corrected time
dependent count rates to be used in the TIA.

The accuracy of the correction algorithm of course depends first of all on the knowledge of the
deadtime parameter 6 and secondly on a good estimate for the die away timer which is assumed
to be known in the iteration process for deadtime correction. The deadtime parameter and the
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die away time can, in a first approximation, be considered as characteristic for the detector
assembly and its electronics. A value for the average deadtime 5 can be obtained by investigating
the total count rate as a function of neutron source intensity or by inspection of the time origin
of experimental recorded 1-D Rossi-alpha distributions (see Figure 6). The determination of the
die away time can be performed by recording the 1-D Rossi-alpha distribution of a weak
spontaneous fission source ( e.g. 252Cf) during a relatively long measurement time in order to
reduce deadtime effects and nevertheless get good statistics. The actual die away time may
slightly differ from its reference value depending on the specific measurement sample placed in
the detector cavity. The reference value however will in all cases be a good approximation for the
deadtime corrections.

6. The simulation and data analysis

The Monte Carlo programme used to simulate pulse trains as they would be observed in neutron
counting was written in C-language and runs on a PC. The complete layout of the programme
structure is given in a series of flow-charts (Flow-chart 1 to 3) and a copy of the source code is
given in annex. A schematic description of the generation subprogramme is given in Flow-chart
1. It is essentially constituted of a main loop keeping track of the overal simulated measuring time
which is build up of elementary time steps of e.g. 25 ms. In this way, a complete pulse train is
generated in time sequences of a fixed length. These pulse train sequences, which are in the
simulation produced as arrays of arrival times, are continuously converted to arrays of time
intervals from which the Rossi-alpha distributions S/t) and S2(ti,t2) are derived.

Each elementary time sequence is simulated having the pseudo random number generator
generating independently the time events corresponding to respectively a predefined spontaneous
fission rate and an (oc,n) production rate until the cumulative time reaches the end of the time
sequence. This process is actually simulated sequentially e.g. first fission neutrons are generated
and then the (a,n) neutrons. Neutrons appearing in one time sequence but with the origin of the
neutron producing interaction in a preceding time sequence are banked until they fall in the time
sequence under investigation. In this way no pulses will be lost across the time edges between
time sequences. The pseudo random number generator was originaly developed by G. Marsaglia
and A. Zaman from Florida State University and was later on modified by F. James and translated
from FORTRAN to C by D. LaSalle, and has a period larger than 1030.

In the simulation programme the pseudo random number generator is used to:
- generate the time intervals between spontaneous fission events and between (oc,n)-events;
- generate the neutron multiplicities according to the multiplicity distribution;
- determine the number of detected pulses;
- generate the time intervals between the pulses of a pulse multiplet.

To control the quality of the simulation of certain parameters, subroutines for diagnostics and
control were added to the programme. These subroutines allow to directly monitor the mean
value of the quantities e, NSF and Na, averaged over a complete run. The interpretation of the
control data show that the different input parameters are reproduced with negligible bias.

To test the quality of the dead time correction algorithms counting losses were also simulated.
The data affected by deadtime where then first corrected by a "Deadtime Correction Programme"
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(see Flow-chart 2) before further analysis. The initial values necessary for the iteration process
are calculated from the perturbed data and are gradually updated with new values originating from
the previous iteration step. This deadtime correction technique is used in the programme
"deadtime.c" (see Flow-chart 2).

The Rossi-alpha distributions are fitted using the time functions derived in paragraphs 2 and 3.
Linear parameter fitting is obtained by chosing a new independent variable t' defined as t' = e'i/t

which defines a function f(t') linear in the coefficients of the exponentials. From the fittings,
Markov estimators for the coefficients are determined. These quantities are then inserted in the
left hand side of the equations (28) to (30) building a system of equations from which the
unknowns NSF, Na and e can be obtained as was outlined in paragraph 4. The structure of the
fitting programme is outlined in Flow-chart 3.

7. Results obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation

A series of Monte Carlo simulations was used to investigate the performance of the proposed
TIA-method. In the simulation the neutron multiplicity distribution P(v) was chosen to be
representative for the spontaneous fission of 240Pu and is indicated in Table 1. The simulated
measuring time for the different simulations, reported in Tables 1 to 4, was set at 15000s, unless
stated otherwise. The spontaneous fission rate used in the simulation equals 1/250 x 106s"' and
the neutron production rate of (a,n) neutrons was always taken to be equal to 1/250 x 106 s'1,
unless stated otherwise. The yield of spontaneous fission neutrons simulated in this way
corresponds to a 240Pueq mass of approximately lOg and a total Pu mass of approximately lOOg.
The die away time was fixed at 40 us and the detection efficiency was given the default value of
15% or ranged between 5% and 25%.

From the TIA of the simulation data the mean values for the neutron detection efficiency e, the
reciprocal count rate l/NSFm<\ the die away time r were derived. These data are given in the first
columns of the data blocks of the tables 1 to 4. The second columns give the la confidence
intervals for the fitted parameters and are expressed in per cent, while the third columns give the
mean deviation between the fitted parameters and the respective input reference values and are
also expressed in per cent.

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of the simulation data obtained for different input values
for the detection efficiency e which was given values ranging from 5 % up to 25 %.The
uncertainty on the calculated values depends on the total measuring time and the actual detection
efficiency, both influence directly the number of coincident pulse multiplets which will be
recorded. We see that the uncertainty increases with lower detection efficiencies, which is to be
expected, since the number of higher order multiplets decreases with decreasing detection
efficiency. The results in Table 1 clearly show that the proposed 'Time Interval Analysis' method
tracks the detection efficiency within the statistical limitations of the simulation.

Table 2 shows the results for different settings of the measurement time (a), the die away time (b)
and the A^-rate (c). These results show that the proposed method also accounts for possible
sample dependent deviations of the die away time. The results of Table 2a indicate that a
minimum measurement time is required in order to arrive at accurate mearements. Table 2c shows
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that higher (oc,n)-neutron yields negatively affect the measurement accuracy of the results.

Tables 3a & 3b show the results for simulation data covering a large range of neutron yields
corresponding to Pu reference masses varying between 100 mg (NSF= 250000 us) up to 1.25 kg
(NSF = 20us). TIA for high Pu masses will suffer from a relative high yield of the uncorrelated
(a,n) neutrons. The ratio of uncorrelated to correlated neutrons is roughly proportional to the
total count-rate and hence will become more disturbing with high Pu masses. Low Pu masses on
the other hand give low count rates of uncorrelated neutrons, but in this case the production rate
of coincident higher order neutron multiplets is also poor which will limit the statistical accuracy.

Table 4 summarises the TIA of pulse trains affected by counting losses due to deadtime. Table
4 shows that the correction algorithms perfectly restore the perturbed interval distributions and
TIA gives results with a comparable accuracy as the results given in Table 1 for the unperturbed
Rossi-alpha distributions. Table 4 also reveals that the combined effect of a low detection
efficiency with severe counting losses results in poor accuracy and is to be considered as a worst
case.

8. Conclusion

A new method for multiplicity sensitive neutron counting consistent with an auto-calibration of
the neutron detection efficiency was outlined. The method is based on a time interval analysis of
the pulse train, using Rossi-alpha distributions triggered respectively by pulse pairs and pulse
triplets and is aimed at being used in conjunction with commercially available PC based fast time
interval analysers.

Using data extracted from the total count rate and the one and two dimensional Rossi-alpha
distributions, a system of three equations can be build from which the neutron detection efficiency
can be calculated together with the spontaneous fission rate and neutron yield due to (a,n)-
neutrons. The determination of the neutron detection efficiency together with the spontaneous
fission rate accounts for bias due to possible sample dependent deviations of the detection
efficiency. The same is true for possible sample dependent deviations of the die away time r.

Since the Rossi-alpha distributions allow a very simple and efficient discrimination between purely
random pulses and coincident pulses, the proposed method does not suffer an influence from a
different energy spectrum for spontaneous fissions and (a,n)-reactions. Moreover the Rossi-alpha
distributions can easily be expressed as a function of the neutron detection efficiency and the
factorial moments M2 and M3 of the multiplicity distribution, which allows us to extend this
method to the case of safeguards verification measurements.

The theory of TIA is especially transparant with respect to the quantities that are actually
measured in the experiment. Its simplicity leads further to straightforward formulas for deadtime
corrections and procedures for defining confidence intervals for the parameters of interest.

The functionality and performance of the Time Interval Analysis method was demonstrated using
Monte Carlo simulations of pulse trains as a function of different relevant parameters. It was
demonstrated that TIA is applicable in neutron assay over a wide range of plutonium masses.
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Figure 1 Time interval distributions for random events: N= 1 (pulse to pulse), 7V= X
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Table 1 : Results of the Monte Carlo simulation and the
subsequent time interval analysis for
different values of the detection efficiency s .

Input settings

t

250
250
40

us
us

us

V 0 1 2
0.056 0.211 0.356

3 4 5
0.27 0.092 0.014

6 7
1E-03 3E-O5

Simulation results

£ Input

£

T

11111111

t

Etepuf

e
1/NSF

calcul.

4.9
242

40.4

•illill
calcul.

12.7
240

40.0

caicul.

19.9
247

39.7

5
0

6.00
15.00
1.20

mini
a

1.60
4.60
0.50

20
0

1.00
3.20
0.50

dev

2.00
3.30
2.00

liiiii
dev

2.40
4.20
0.00

dev

0.50
1.00
0.75

calcul.

7.9
244

39.8

calcul.

14.9
248

39.8

calcul.

23.0
251

39.8

8
a

3.80
8.20
0.75

dev

1.30
2.50
0.50

liiiiiliiiiiil
a

1.30
4.00
0.50

23
a

0.87
2.40
0.25

dev

0.67
0.81
0.50

dev

0.00
0.40
0.50

calcul.

10.1
255

39.4

calcul.

17.9
248

40.1

calcul.

25.1
253

39.9

10
a

3.00
6.40
0.75

tllii
a

1.70
3.20
0.50

25
a

0.80
2.00
0.25

dev

1.00
2.00
1.50

;;:>>;-:";;v^:;:;:;:;:f:;:;;:>

dev

0.56
0.81
0.25

dev

0.40
1.20
0.25
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T

€

250 jis

250 jus

40 ns
15%

p. 32

Table 2 : Results of the Monte Carlo simulation and the
subsequent time interval analysis for
different values of measurement time, x and Na

Input settings for tables a, b, c

P(v)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.056 0.211 0.356 0.27 0.092 0.014 1E-03 3E-O5

Simulation results

a)

b)

c)

* Input

1/NO T

I

1/N8F

X

I

calcul.

15.0
250

39.9

calcul.

14.9
247

29:9

calcul.

14.8
244

40.0

6h

o

(%)
1.00
4.00
0.50

30
a

(%)
2.00
4.00
0.30

125
a

(%)
3.00
6.00
0.80

dev

(%)
0.00
0.00
0.25

dev

(%)
0.70
1.00
0.30

dev

(%)
1.00
2.00
0.00

calcul.

14.8
243

39.7

calcul.

14.9
248

39.8

calcul.

14.9
248

39.8

2h
a

(%)
3.00
7.00
0.80

40
a

(%)
1.00
4.00
0.50

250
a

(%)
1.00
4.00
0.50

dev

(%)
1.00
3.00
0.80

dev

(%)
0.70
0.80
0.50

dev

(%)
0.70
0.80
0.50

calcul.

14.1
223

39.2

calcul.

14.9
246

49.7

calcul.

15.0
249

39.9

l h
a

(%)
4.00
9.00
1.00

50
a

(%)
1.00
4.00
0.30

500
a

(%)
1.00
4.00
0.50

dev
(%)

6.00
12.00
2.00

dev

(%)
0.70
2.00
0.60

dev

(%)
0.00
0.40
0.30
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Table 3a : Results of the Monte Carlo simulation and the

subsequent time interval analysis for
different values of NSF

Input settings

lililii
NSF=Na
40 fis

V

P(v)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.056 0.211 0.356 0.2703 0.092 0.014 1E-03 3E-05

Simulation results

Elnpu,

nT8sr&50QQQ us

s
1/N"sp

X

calcui.

19.3
241500

41.4

20
a

9.00
19.00
8.00

dev

4.00
4.00
4.00

calcul.

15.8
282927

38.3

15
0

18.00
28.00

9.00

dev

5.00
13.00
4.00

einput

N$tr=250CK) ps

X

^ Input

NSr=2G0G fts

s

calcul.

20.0
24833

40.3

calcul.

19.9
1970
39.9

20
a

5.00
12.00
2.00

20
a

2.00
4.00
0.50

dev

0.00
1.00
0.80

dev

0.50
2.00
0.20

calcul.

14.5
23799

38.9

calcul.

15.1
2044
39.7

15
o

5.00
9.00
3.00

15
a

2.00
5.00
0.80

dev

3.00
5.00
3.00

dev

0.70
2.00
0.80

calcul.

9.9
25129

42.9

calcul.

9.7
1890
39.5

10
a

9.00
16.00
4.00

10
a

4.00
10.00
2.00

dev

1.00
0.50
7.00

dev

3.00
6.00
1.00
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Input

iililll

settings

§

NSF=Na

40 its
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Table 3b : Results of the Monte Carlo simulation and the
subsequent time interval analysis for
different values of N«F

V

P(v)
0 1 2 3 4

0.056 0.211 0.356 0.27 0.092
5 6 7

0.014 1E-03 3E-05

Simulation results

€ Input

N$;F-5CK) p.s

€

T

*> Input

N$F=lGOjiS

£

t

£ Input

NSF-20 {is

£

T

calcul.

19.8
487

40.0

calcul.

19.7
97

39.8

calcul.

19.9
19.7
39.9

20
a

1.00
3.00
0.50

20
a

2.00
5.00
0.50

20
a

2.00
4.00
0.50

dev

1.00
3.00
0.00

dev

2.00
3.00
0.50

dev

0.50
2.00
0.20

calcul.

14.8
494

39.4

calcul.

14.7
96

39.7

calcul.

15.1
20.4
39.7

15
a

3.00
4.00
0.50

15
a

3.00
6.00
0.50

15
a

2.00
5.00
0.80

dev

1.00
1.00
1.00

dev

2.00
4.00
0.80

dev

0.70
2.00
0.80

calcul.

10.0
498

40.0

calcul.

10.3
106

39.7

calcul.

9.7
28.2
40.0

10
0

3.00
7.00
0.70

10
a

5.00
11.00
0.80

10
a

4.00
10.00
2.00

dev

0.00
0.40
0.00

dev

3.00
6.00
0.80

dev

3.00
6.00
1.00
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Table 4 : Results of the Monte Carlo simulation and the
subsequent time interval analvsis for
different values £ and 5 (deadtime effects).

Input settings

1/NSF

t

250
250

40

us
US

us

V

P(v)
0 1 2

0.056 0.211 0.356
3 4
0.27 0.092

5 6 7
0.014 1E-03 3E-O5

Simulation results

£ Input
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Flow-chart 1a : Generation Proqramme for Neutron Pulse Trains (det2d pr.c)
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Flow-chart 1b : Fillinq Time Element (det2d pr.c)
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Flow-chart 3 : Complete Fittinq Batch-file (Fit adv.bat)
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Flow-chart 2 : Dead Time Correction Proqrammes (Deadtime.c & Delta.c)
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i***************************************************************************
Tliis program generates a neutron pulse train via Monte-Carlo simulation,
using a set of input parameters. The p(nu)-distributioiis,tlie detection efficiency,
the nsf-rate,... are printed on the sreen while the program is running.

In a second part of the program the neutron pulse train will be scanned to yield one and
two dimensional time distributions. These data are then saved to file, where
they later will be analysed by a fittingprogram FIT2D.C after having past a
correction program ( DEADTIME.C or DELTA.C) to account for dead time losses.
***************************************************************************/

//include "c:\c\include\search.h"
//include "c:\c\include\malloc.h"
^include "c:\c\include\process.h"
#include "c:\c\include\graph.h"
#include "c:\c\include\stdarg.h"
^include "c:\c\include\stdlib.h"
^include "c:\c\include\math.h"
^include "c:\c\include\stdio.h"
^include "c:\c\include\conio.h"

#define TRUE -1
#define FALSE 0
#define boolean int
Wefinebufsize 25000
#define no_pulses 5000
#define specsize 300
#ifndef_errorO
^define errorO
flendif

FILE*outinie, *out2file;

float pnu[10] = {0.056026, 0.210660, 0.355639, 0.270259, 0.092321, 0.014108, 0.000958, 0.000029, 0.0, 0.0 };
intb_n_k[13J[13] = {
{ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0 },
{ 1, 1, 0̂  0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0}',
{ 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0 },
{ 1, 3, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 0 } ,
{ 1, 4, 6, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 0 } ,
{ 1, 5. 10, 10, 5, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 0 } ,
{ 1, 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0 },
{ 1, 7,21, 35, 35, 21. 7, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 0 } ,
{ 1, 8,28, 56, 70, 56, 28, 8, I, 0, 0, 0 , 0 } ,
{ 1, 9,36, 84, 126, 126, 84, 36, 9, 1, 0, 0,0 },
{ 1, 10, 45, 120, 210, 252, 210, 120, 45, 10, 1, 0, 0 },
{ 1, 11,55,165,330,462,462,330, 165, 55,11, 1,0},
{ 1, 12, 66, 220, 495, 792, 924, 792, 495, 220, 66, 12, 1 }
};
double p_n_k[13][13];
float efficientie, NSFrate, anrate, d i eaway , deadtime;
double pnu_spec[10], pnu_det[10];
double nosf, noan, noande t ;
float missed_nsf[30],missed_an[20];
unsigned long int totals, noloops, nr_pnudistr,dodetijd, fitgraad;
float neutron_buf{no_pulses],spec_buf[ 100];
long int no_neiitron,edge,spec_edge;
int nr_method,Ioss_nsf,loss_an;
float time_nsf,time_an;
unsigned long int spectrum_2 [specsize + 1];
unsigned long int spectniml [specsize + 1 j ;
unsigned long int huge d2spectrum [specsize + 1] [specsize + 1];

static float u[98], c, cd, cm;
static int i97J97;
static boolean test = FALSE;
static double at, bt, ct;

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2D_PR.C)
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int float_verg(float *,float *);

j * ********************************************************************** */

I* *********** Monte-Carlo : Improved Random Generator ****************** */
/* *********** Initialisation Procedure *•*******•*•*»****«**»*»•**•****• »/
I* ********************************************************************** */

static void rmarin(ij,kl)
int ij, kl;
{

int i,j, k, 1, ii, jj, m;
float s, t;

if (ij<0 || ij>31328 || kl<0 || kl>30081) {
puts("Tlie first random number seed must have a value between 0 and 31328.");
puts("The second seed must have a value between 0 and 30081.");
exit(l);

k = (kl/169)%178 + 1;
1 = kl%169;

s = 0.0;
t = 0.5;
for(iJ=l;iJ<=24;ii++){

m = (((i*j)%I79)*k) % 179;

k = m;
1 = (53*1+ 1)%169;
if ((l*m)%64 >= 32) s += t;
t*=0.5;

>
u[ii] = s;

c = 362436.0/16777216.0;
cd = 7654321.0 /16777216.0;
cm = 16777213.0 /16777216.0;

i97 = 97;
j97 = 33;

test = TRUE;

/*****•**•••»*•»».»•***•*****»»**»»***••••••»•»***»***»»*»*»»***,*«*»»»»»*/
/* ****************** M o n t e C a r ( o . j m p r o v e c i Random Generator ************ */
I* ****************** Ranc |om Procedure *********************************** •/
I* *********************************************************************** *i

void ranmar(rvec, len)
float rvec[]; /* len random numbers are placed in rvec[l..len] */
intlen;

/*
C This is the random number generator proposed by George Marsaglia in
C Florida State University Report: FSU-SCRI-87-50
C It was slightly modified by F. James to produce an array of pseudorandom
C numbers.
• /

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2D_PR.C)
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int ivec;
float uni;

if (test==FALSE) {
puts("Call the init routine rmarin() before calling raumarQ.");
exit(2);

}
for(ivec=l; ivec<=len; ivec++) {

uni = u[i97] - u[j97];
if (uni < 0.0) uni+= 1.0;
u[i97] = uni;
i97~;
if (i97==0) i97 = 97;
J97-;
if (j97==0) j97 = 97;
c -= cd;
if(c<0.0)c+=cm;
uni -= c;
if(uni<0.0)uni+= 1.0;
rvec[ivec] = uni;

I* *************** PROCEDURE READING THE INPUT FILE ******•**•**•**•*• »/
I* ********************************************************************* *i

void paranieterinit(filename)
charfilename[20];

{
FILE *fp;
chars[30];

system("cls");
iflXfp=fopen(filename,"r")) == NULL)

{
printff \n *** CANNOT OPEN INPUT FILE ! *** Vn");
exit(l);

else

fscanfi;fp,"%s", s);
if(!strcmp("Methode_numiiier=",s))fscan^fp,"%d", &nr_method);
else

{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanfiTp,"%s", s);
if (!strcmp("no_loops=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%ld", &no_loops);
else

{
printf{"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanflTp,"%s", s);
if (!strcmp("NSF_rate=",s)) fscanfl;fp,"%f', &NSF_rate);
else

{
printf^"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscan«;fp>"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("alfa_rate=",s)) fscanf^lp,"%f', &an_rale);
else

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2DPR.C)
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{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanf(fp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("efficiency=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%f', &efficientie);
else

{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanfl;fp,"%s",s);
if (!slrcmp("die_a_way=",s)) fscanf(;fp,"%f", &die_a_way);
else

{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanflTp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("dead_time=",s)) fscanfl;fp,"%f", &dead_time);
else

{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(I);
}

fscanf(fp,"%s">s);
if(!strcmp("aantal_pnu_distributies=",s))lscanfl[fp,"%ld", &nr_pnudistr);
else

{
printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

fscanf)Tp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("fitgraad=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%ld", &fitgraad);
else

{
printfl;"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);
}

>
fclose(fp);

/ • ************************************************************************ */

I* THIS PROCEDURE GENERATES AN ARRAY NEUTRON_BUF, WHERE THE DIFFERENT ARRIVAL
TIMES ARE MARKED FOR NEUTRONS HAVING A GENERATION TIME WITHIN BUF_SIZE us.
THE TOAL MEASUREMENT TIME WAS SIMULATED BY REPEATING THIS PROCEDURE.

- an rate is the average interval lenght in us for (a,n)-interactions
- sfrate is the average interval length in jis for fission reactions
- tau is the die away time
- efficiency is the detection efficiency

*/
I* *************»****************,******************************************!

void interval_generator(efTiciency, sfrate, anrate, tau)

float efficiency, sfrate, anrate, tau;

register intj,i;
int nu;
float point_time,neutron_time;
float argum_log,temp[2];

/* Initialisation before every run */

timensf= timensf-bufsize;
timean = timean-bufsize;

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2D_PR.C)
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for(j =0;j<no_pulses;j++)neutron_buf[j]=100000000.0;
for(i=0;i<=spec_edge;i++)neutron_buf{i]=spec_buf[i]-buf_size;
no_neutron=spec_edge+1;
spec_edge=-l;

/* Placing of fission neutrons generated in the previous run */

for (i=0;i<30;i++)
{

if(missed_nsfji]>=buf_size)
{
if (missed_nsf[i]<(2*buf_size+2*(spec_size+1)))

{
neutron_buflno_neutron]=missed_nsf[i]-buf_size;
no_neutron+=l;
missed_nsf[i]=buf_size-10;
}

elsemissed_nsf[i]=missed_nsfji]-buf_size;
}

else missed_nsfji]=buf_size-10;
}

/* Placing of (a,n)-neutrons generated in the previous ran */

for (i=0;i<20;i++)
{

if(missed_an[i]>=buf_size)
{
if(missed_an[i]<(2*bufsize+2*(spec_size+l)))

{
neutron_buflno_neulron]=missed_an[i]-buf_size;
no_neutron+=l;
missed_an[i] =buf_size-10;
}

elsemissed_an[i]=missed_an[i]-buf_size;
>

else missed_an[i]=buf_size-10;
}

/* Generating of fission neutrons
in the time element 0 —> bufsize us */

while (timensf < (buf_size+2*spec_size+2))
{

/* Generation fission time */

ranmar(temp,l);
while(temp[l]==l)
{

ranmar(temp,l);
}
argiimlog = 1 - temp[l];

pointtime = (float) (- log(argumlog) * sfrate);

/* Generation number of neutron per fission */

nu = nu_generator();

/* Generating the time till detection for every neutron */

nosf+= 1;
timensf+= pointtime;
for(j = 1 ; j <=nu;j++)
{

ranmar(temp,l);
while (temp[ 1]==1)
{
ranmar(temp,l);
}
argum_log= 1 -temp[ 1 ];
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neutrontime = timensf- ((float) (log(argum_log)*tau));

/* Remembering when a neutron could'nt be placed
in this time element */

if (neutrontime < (buf_size+2*spec_size+2))
{
neutron_buf[no_neutron] = neutrontime;
no_neutron+=l;

else
{
Ioss_nsf=0;
wliile(missed_nsflloss_nsfj>= buf_size && loss_nsf<30)

{
loss_nsf+=l;
}

missed_nsfjloss_nsf]=neutron_time;

/* Generating of (a,n)-neutrons
in the time element 0 -> bufsize (is */

while (timean < (buf_size+2*spec_size+2) )
{

/* Generation (a,n)-time */

ranmar(temp,l);
while(temp[l]==l)
{

ranmar(temp, 1);
}

argumlog = 1 - temp[l];
poiiittime = (float) (- )og(arguin_log) * anrate);

/* Generation number of neutron per (a,n)-reaction */

nu = an_generator();

/* Generating the time till detection for every neutron */

noan += 1;
no_an_det += nu;
timean += pointtime;
if(nu==l)
{

ranmar(temp,l);
while(temp[l]==l)
{
ranmar(temp,l);

}
argumlog = 1 - temp[l];
neutrontime = timean- ((float) (log(argum_log)*tau));

/* Remembering when a neutron could'nt be placed
in this time element */

if (neutrontime < (buf_size+2*spec_size+2))
{
neutronbuflnoneutron] = neutrontime;
no_neutron+=l;

else

loss_an=0;
while (inissed_an[loss_an]>=buf_size && loss_an<20)

{
loss_an+=l;
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}
missedan [lossan]=neutron_time;

/* ******** SORTING OF THE ARRAY OF NEUTRON PULSES TO YIELD **•***•***••* •/
/• ******** THE TIME AXIS OF THE SUBSEQUENT ARRIVAL OF NEUTRONS ********* */

qsort(neutron_buf,no_neutron,sizeoflTloat),float_verg);

/* ******************** INTRODUCING DEAD TIME EFFECTS ***•••***••******** •/
/* ** Not detected neutrond due to dead time, will be given an arrival time
very large 1000000000.0 so (hey can easily be eliminated when resorting ** */

for (i = (no_neutron-l);i>0; i=i-l)
{

if (neutron_buf[i] <= (deadtime+neutronbufji-l]) )
{
neutron_bufli]=100000000.0;

}
qsort(neutron_buf,no_neutron,sizeof(float),float_verg);
i=0;
while (neutronbufli] != 100000000.0)

no_neutron=i;
i=0;
while(nentron_buf|i]<buf_size ) i++;
edge=i-l;
spec_edge=no_neutron-1 -edge-1;
if (spec_edge<0) spec_edgc=-l;
for(i=0;i<=spec_edge;i++)spec_buf[i]=neutron_buf[i+edge+l];

I* ********************************************************************* *[
I* **«***•«•*„ T E S T O F COMPARISON FOR THE SORTING ALGORITHM ********** */
/•***•****•••*»**»**»**»*****»*••,***•••*******•»**»»•************»•****/

floal_verg(float *a, float *b)

int resultaat;

if (*a == *b)
resultaat=O;

else if (*a > *b)
resultaat=l;

else
resultaat=-l;

return(resultaat);

I* THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO,THREE PULSES AND PUTS
THEM IN AN 1-D OR 2-D HISTOGRAM.*/

void spectmnilbuilder (void)

int i j ,k;
float startI_interval,intervall,start2_interval,interval2;

/* BUILDING OF 1-D HISTOGRAM : S.R. ************************************** */

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2DPR.C)
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for (i = 0; i<=edge && i<(no_neutron-l); i++)
{

startl interval = neutronbuffi];
j = i+i;
interval l=neutron_buf[j)-startl_interval;
while (((int) (intervall+0.5)) <= specsize && j <= (no_neutron-l))
{

spectruml [(int) (intervall+0.5)] += 1;
j++;
iflj <= (no_neutron-l)) intervall = neutron_buf[j]-startl_interval;

/* BUILDING OF 2-D HISTOGRAM ********************************************* */

for (i = 0; i<=edge && i<(no_neutron-2); i++)
{

startlinterval = neutron_buf[i];
j - i + i ;
interval l=neutron_buf]j]-startl_interval;
while (((int) (intervall+0.5)) <= specsize && j <= (no_neutron-2))
{

k=j+l;
start2_interval=neutron_builj];
interval2 =neutron_buf[k]-start2_interval;
while (((int) (interval+0.5)) <= specsize && k<= (no_neutron-l))
{

d2spectrum [ (int) (intervaIl+0.5)] [ (int) (intervaI2+0.5)] +=1;
k++;
if (k <= (no_neutron-l)) interval =neutron_buf[k]-start2_interval;

}
j++;
if(j <= (no_neutron-2)) intervall = neutron_buf[j]-startl_interval;

I* THIS PROCEDURE GENERATES A DETECTED MULTIPLICITY nudet
AS A FUNCTION OF THE DETECTION EFFICIENCY AND THE PNU-DISTRIBUTION */

int nugenerator(void)

{
float temp[3], p n k s i i m , pnusum, rdnuni;
intj,i,nu_det,nti;

i = 0;
nu = 0;
pnusum = pnu[0];

/• generating of a multiplicity based upon pmi distributions */

ranmar(temp,2);
rd_num=temp[ 1 ];

while (pnusum <= rdnum && i <= 9)
{

pnusum += pnu[++i];
}

nu = i;
pnu_spec[nu] += 1;
n u d e t = 0;
p n k s u m = p_n_k [nu][0];

/* calculating of n u d e t via the p n k probabilities */

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2D_PR.C)
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{
double real_time,pnu_tot,oppsom,Re 1 fit,Re2fit,Ratiofit,Ratio,totaccgem,randomvlak;
double sig,tau,*coeff,*stdev,*w,foutoppsoml,foutoppsom2,emitnu,detectnir,
double **u,**v,argx,rruis,*xcoord,*ycoord,foutReI,foutRe2,mom2,lamda,meettijd;
int j,i,nr,tt,count_view,start,seeds;
int testnr.teller,
unsigned long int jj,stap,k,t,hulp,totacc,totreaIs>Rel,Re2,carre;
char antw,inp_fi1ename[20], out_filename[20], outpnu_filename[20];
char outres_filename[20];

I* ****»**•»****»»»•* R e a d i n g the input file and initialisation ********** *

strcpy(inp_filename,"input");
strcpy(out_filename,"sp_out.dat");
strcpy(outpnu_fj]ename, "pnu_out.dat");
strcpy(outres_filename, "res_out.dat");
if (argc > 1) strcpy(inp_filename, argv[l]);
if (argc > 2) strcpy(out_filename, argv[2]);
if (argc > 3) strcpy(outpnu_filename, argv[3]);
if (argc > 4) strcpy(outres_filename, argv[4]);
for (j = 0; j <= specsize; j++)

spectruml [j] = 0;
for ( i=0 ; i<=spec_size; i++) d2spectrum jj] [i]= 0;

pnu_spec(j] = 0;
pnu_de![j] = 0;

edge=-I;
no_neutron=0;
spec_edge=-I;
nosf= 0;
noan = 0;
n o a n d e t = 0;
dodetijd=0;
totals = 0;
loss_an=0;
loss_nsf=0;
for (i=0;i<20;i++) niissed_an[i]=buf_size-10;
for(i=0;i<30;i++) missed_nsf[i]=buf_size-10;
time nsf=buf_size;
time_an=buf_size;
for(i=0;i<100;i++)spec_buf[i]=100000000.0;
parameterinit(iiipfilename);
rmarin(1802,9373);
calc_p_n_k((double) efficientie);
ju=o;
stap = (unsigned long int) ( noloops / nr_pnudistr -1);
start = (unsigned long int) (noloops -nr_pnudistr*stap);
k=0;
seeds=l;
out2file=fopen(outpnu_filename,"w");
fprintf(out2file,"Successieve Pnu-distributies \n\n");
fclose(out2fi!e);

/* ************* LOOP FOR THE GENERATION OF NEUTRON PULSE TRAINS ***** */

while (jj <= (no_loops-25))

printf("\n\nBasisLoop = %lu\n",jj);

if (jj==((unsigned long int) (no_loops/10*seeds)))

rmarin(l 9+seeds* 1996,19+seeds*2010);
seeds++;

C-Source code for simulation of pulse trains (DET2D_PR.C)
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for(t=l;t<=25;t++)
{

intervalgenerator^efficientie, NSFrate, anrate, d ieaway) ;
switch (nrmethod) {
case 1: spectruml_buitder();break;
case 2: spectruml_builder();break;
default: printf("Input-file: geen geoorloofde keuze van methodenummer !");

exit(l);
}
pnu_tot=0;
for (tt = 0; tt <=9; pnutot += pnu_spec[tt++]);

/**•»*• Output to file of intermediate pnu-distributions **** */

printfC'Subloop =
if((jj+t)==(start+k*stap))
{

out2file=fopen(outpnu_filename,"a");
fprintfl;out2file,"Pniidistributie-nummer = %d \n",
for (i = 0; i <=9; i++)
{

fprintf(out2file,"pnu(norm)[%d] = %f pnu[%d] = %f - pnud[%d] = %f
\n",i,(pnu_spec[i]/pmi_tot),i.pnu_spec[i],i,pnu_det[i]);

}
fprintfl[out2n]e,"no_sf = %lfW',bufjsize*((doubie) (jy+t))/no_sf);
fprintf(out2file,"no_an = %lf\n",buf_size*((double) (jj+t))/no_an);
emitnu=0.0;
detectnu=0.0;
for(i=l;i<=9;i++)

{
emitnu+=((double)i)*pnu_spec[i];
detectnu+=((double)i)*pnu_det[i];
>

fprintfl;out2file,"NSF-eflicientie = %lf\n",detectnu/emitnu);
fprintf(out2file,"an-efficientie = %lf\n",no_an_det/no_an);
mom2=0.0;
for (i=2;i<=9;i++) mom2+=((double) i)*((double) (i-l))*pmi_spec[i]/pnujot;
fprintf(out2file,"Tvveede moment = %lf\n",mom2);
fprirrtf(out2file/'Reals = %lf^(detectiiu/eiiiitiUi)*(detectnu/emitnu)*iTiom2*no_sf/(biif_size*((double)

(jj+t)))*500000.0);
fclose(out2file);

}
jj=JJ+25;

/* Continuous output to the screan concerning pnu-distr en fys parameters */

system("cls");
printfl["Om te stoppen dmk op '1 ' \n\n\n");
printf{"no_loops = %lu \n", noloops);
printf^"an_rate : Theor=%f Exp=%lf\n",an_rate,buf_size*((double)jj)/no_an);
printf);"NSF_rate : Theor= %f Exp= %If \n",NSF_rate,buf_size*((double) jj)/no_sf);
emitnu=0.0;
detectnu=0.0;
for(i=l;i<=9;i++)

{
emitnu+=((double)i)*pnu_spec[i];
detectnu+=((double)i)*pnu_det[i];
}

printfl;"NSF-eflicientie : Theor= %f Exp= %lf\n",efFicientie,detectnu/emitnu);
printff'an-efficie'ntie : Theor= %f Exp= %lfm",efFicientie,no_an_det/no_an);
mom2=0.0;
for (i=2;i<=9;i++) mom2+=((double) i)*((double) (i-l))*pnu_spec[i]/pnu_tot;
printf("Tweede moment = %If Reals

%l/\n",mom2,(detectmi/emitmi)*(detectmi/eniittiu)*mon]2*no_sf/(biif_siEe*((doiib!e)jj))*500000.0);
printfi["dia-a\vay = %f ",die_a_way);
prititf("dead_lime = %f\n",dead_time);
printf("dodetijdsefrecten = %lu \n",dodetijd);
for(i=0;i<=9;i++)
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{
printf("pnu(norm)[%d] = %9.6f pnu[%d] = %9.0f - pnud[%d] = %9.0f

\n",i,(Pnu_sPec[']'Pnu_to')>'>Pnu_sPec[']>'>Pnu_<leU'l)',
>

/* *•* Intermediate stop : intermediate histograms to the screan *** */

if( kbhit())
{

testnr=getch();
if(testnr==T)
{

for (i = 0; i < specsize; i=i+20)
{

system("cls");
printfl["We verkrijgen volgend spectrum : \n\n");
for 0=0i)<20j++)
{

nr=i+j;
printf("[ %d ] - > %lu ; %lu %lu %lu %lu %lu", nr, spectrumi [nr],

d2spectrum[iir][0]>d2spectrum[nr][l],d2spectrum[tir][2],d2spectruintnr][3],d2spectrum[nr]{4]);
printf(" %lu %lu %lu %lti %lu

\n",d2spectrum[nr] [5 ].d2spectrum[nr] [6],d2spectrum[nr] [7],d2spectrum[nr] [8],d2spectrum[nr] [9]);
}
printf("\nDruk op een toets om verder te gaan !");
while( !getcii());

}
printf("\n\n\nOm de berekening finaal te stoppen druk nu op '1' \n");
printfl["Om de berekening verder te laten gaan druk nu op een toets \n");
while ( !kb!iit());
testnr=getch();
ill;testnr=='l')
{

exit(l);

******* £n(] of m e |OOp • 0UtpUt of histograms to file

realtime = (bufsize * jj)/1.0e6;
oiitlfile = fopen (outfilename, "w");
te!ler=0;
for (j=5 j<=(spec_size-5)-j+=5) teller++;
fprintfl;outl file,"large= %d^"'.teller);
for (j = 5 ; j <= (spec_size-5); j+=5)
{
for (i=5 ; i <= (spec_size-5); i+=5)

{
carre=0;
for (k=j;k<(j+5);k++)

for Cij=iuj<(i+5)iij++) carre+=d2spectrum[k][ij];
}

fprintf^outlfile, "%lu ",carre);

}
fprintf(outlfile,"\n");
}
fpriiitf^out 1 file,"spec_size= %d\n",spec_size);
for (j = 0; j <= specsize ; j

{
fprintfl;oiitlfile,"%lu \n",spectrum_l [j]);
}

fprintfijoutlfile, "die_a_way= %lf \n",(double) d ieaway) ;
fprintf(outlflle, "no_loops= %lf \n",(double) noloops);
fprintf^outlfile, "dead_fime= %lf \n",(double) deadtime);
fprintf(oiitliile, "Totals= %lu \n",totals);
fprintHoutlfile, "NSF_rate= %f (l/NSF_rate) = %f nosf = %f \n",NSF_rate,(l/NSF_rate),no_sf);
fprintf(outlfile, "an_rate= %f (l/an_rate) = %f noan = %f n o a n d e t = %f \n",an_rate, (l/an_rate), noan, noande t ) ;
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fprin(f(outlfile, "Aaiital_pnu_distribtttie= %lu \ii",nr_pmidistr);
fclose(outlfile);
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/* THIS PROGRAM TREATS THE DATA GENERATED BY DET2DPR.C AND PASSED BY A DEAD
TIME CORRECTION PROGRAM. IT WILL FIT THOSE DATA TO YIELD THE 1-D AND 2-D
PARAMETERS USING A MARKOV-ESTIMATER WITH UNCERTAINTY MATRIX THE UNITY MATRIX
WITH A SIGMA THAT EQUALS THE SIGMA OF THE RANDOM PART OF THE DISTRIBUTION.
THE 1-D DISTRIBUTION STARTS AFTER THE DEAD TIME WITH A STEP OF Ins.
THE 2-D DISTRIBUTION STARTS AFTER THE DEAD TIME WITH A STEP OF (5 ns)*2.
FINALLY THE PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DETECTION EFFICIENCY AND NSFRATE FROM THE
PARAMETERS OF THE 1-D AND 2-D DISTRIBUTIONS. •/
/* ************************************************************************ */

#inclnde "c:\c\include\malloc.h"
#include "c:\c\include\process.h"
#include "c:\c\include\graph.h"
^include "c:\c\include\stdarg.h"
#include "c:\c\include\stdlib.h"
#include "c:\c\include\math.h"
#include "c:\c\include\stdio.h"
^include "c:\c\include\conio.h"

#define m2 3.752
tfdefine m3 4.804
tfdefine m4 4.278
#define buf size 25000
#define detlim 10.0 /* counts in
#defme TRUE -1
tfdefine FALSE 0
^define boolean int
#ifndef_errorO
"Vdefine errorO
#endif

static float u[98], c, cd, cm;
static int i97, j97;
static boolean test = FALSE;
static double at, bt, ct;
static double tnaxargl, maxarg2;

void SVD( int, int, double **, double *, double **);
void SVDBk( int, int, double **, double *, double **, double *, double *);
void SVDCov( int, double *, double •*, double **);
void SVDFi(( double *,double *,double,double ,int, int, double *,double **,double **,double * ,double *, void (* )(doub!e,doiib!e*,int,double));
void SVDFit2D( double *,double **,double,double ,int , int , double *,double **,double **,double * .double *, void (*
)(double,double,double*,int,double));
void fl (double ,double *,int,double);
void f2(double ,double,double *,int,double);
tfdefine SWAP(a,b) {double temp = (a);(a) = (b);(b) = temp;}
tfdefine PYTHAG(a,b) ((at= fabs(a)) > (bt=fabs(b)) ? (ct=bfat,at*sqrt( 1.0+ct*ct)):( bt ? (ct=at/bt,bt*sqrt( 1.0+ct*ct)) : 0.0 ))
tfdefine MAX( a, b) (maxargl=(a), maxarg2=(b),(maxargl)>(maxarg2)?(maxargl) :(maxarg2))
^define SIGN( a, b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabs(a): -fabs(a))
^define SQR(a) ((a)*(a))
#define sign(a) (((a)<0) ? -1 : 1)
#define SVDMaxIts40
#define TOL 1.0e-250

I* *********************************************************************** */
/* •****••*•*•*»*****»**** FITTINGPROCEDURES **************************** */
/* *********************************************************************** +i

I* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1_T) piffijia * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

C-Source code for data analysis (FITDIR.C)
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SVDFit( x-values, y-values, standarddeviation, die-a-way,nr_of_elements,
nummer of coefficients, array _of_calculated_coef,u,v,w,stdev, fl);

void SVDFit( double *,double *,double,double,int, int, double *,double **,double **,double * .double *, void (* )(double,double*,int,double));

void SVDFit( double *x,double *y,double sig,double tau.int ndata, int ma, double *a,double **u,double **v,double *w ,double *stdev, void (*
fimcsXdouble,double*,int,double))
{

int i,j;
double thresh,sum;
double *b;
double *aflinc, wmax;
double **cov;

if(( b = (double *)malloc(ndata * sizeof^double))) = NULL)
exit(-l);

if (( afunc = (double *)malloc(ma * sizeo((double))) = NULL)
exit(-l);

ifftcov = (double **)malloc(ma * sizeof( double *))) == NULL)
{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}
for (i=0;i<ma;i++)
if((cov[i] = (double *)malloc(ma *sizeof{ double))) == NULL)

{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);

}

/* Creatie van de observatiematrix */

for( i=0; i<ndata; i++)
{

(*fi.mcs)( x[i].afunc,ma,tau);
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)
«t •][ j] = afunc[ j]/sig;

SVD( ndata, ma, u, w, v);

wmax = 0.0;
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)

if{\v[j] > wraax)
wniax

/* zero small singular value */

thresh=TOL* wmax;
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)

if(w[j]<tliresli)
w[j]=0.0;

/* singular value backsubstitution
solve matrix equation (uwv)a=b for vector a */

SVDBk( ndata, ma, u, w, v, b, a);

/* calculate covariance matrix */
SVDCov(ma,w,v,cov);

C-Source code for data analysis (FITD_IR.C)
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for( j=0; j<maj++)

{
for(i=0;i<ma;i++)stdev[j]=sqrt(cov[j][j]);

}
free( aftrnc);
free( b);

I* **************************************************************************

***************************** 2_£) pitting ***********************************
SVDFi(2D( x-values, y-values, standarddeviation, die-a-way,nr_of_elemen(s,
nummer of coefficients, array _of_calculated_coef,u, v, w.stdev, fl);

************************************************************************** *i

void SVDFit2D( double *,double **,double,double,int , int , double *,doub1e **,double **,double • ,double *, void (*
Xdouble,double,double*,int,double));

void SVDFit2D( double *x,double **y,double sig,double tau.int ndata, int ma, double *a,double **u,double **v,double *w ,double *stdev, void (*
funcs)(doiible,double,double*,int,double))
{

int i,j,k;
double threshjSum;
double *b;
double *afunc, wmax;
double **cov;

if (( b = (double *)malloc(ndata*ndata * sizeofl;double))) == NULL)
exit(-l);

if (( afunc = (double *)malloc(ma • sizeof(double))) == NULL)
exit(-l);

if((cov = (double **)malloc(ma * sizeofl; double *))) == NULL)
{
printf{"gelieugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}
for (i=0;i<ma;i++)
ili;(cov[i] = (double *)malloc(ma *sizeofl[ double))) == NULL)

{
printf^'geheugcn problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

/* Creatie van de observatiematrix en omzetting 2-D naar 1-D */

for( i=0; i<ndata; i++)
{

for(k=O;k<ndata;k++)
{
(*ftincs)( x[i],x[k],afunc,ma,tau);
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)

u[ i*ndata+k]( j] = aftinc[ j]/sig;
b[i*ndata+k]

SVD( ndata*ndata, ma, u, w, v);

wmax = 0.0;
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)

ifl; w[j] > wmax)
wmax =

/* zero small singular value */
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thresh=TOL* wmax;
for(j=0;j<ma;j++)

if(w[j]< thresh)
w[j] = O.O;

/* singular value backsubstitution
solve matrix equation (uwv)a=b for vector a */

SVDBk( ndata*ndata, ma, u, w, v, b, a);

/* calculate covariance matrix */
SVDCov(ma,w,v,cov);

for(j=0;j<maj++)
{
for(i=0;i<ma;i++)stdev[j]=sqrt(cov[j][j]);
>

free( afunc);
free( b);

I* ***********************************************************************
Funct ion f l is used to fitting rout ine for 1-D Shiftregister
**********************************************,**,**********************/

void fl(double x,double *p,int np,double tau)
{

intj;

p[0]=1.0;
for(j=lj<npj++)p|j]=p[j-l]*exp(-x/tau);

Function f2 is used to fitting routine for 2-D Shiftregister
***********************************************************************

void f2(double x,double z,double *p,int np.double tau)
{

p[OJ=l.O;
p[ 1 ]=exp(-x/tau)+exp(-z/tau)+exp(-(x+z)/tau);
p[2]=exp(-(2*x+z)/tau);

/* Singular value decomposition of matrix.
Give a matrix a[m][n], this routine computes its singular value
decomposition a[in][n] = u[m][n] w[n][n] Transpose[v[n][n]J.
The malriw u[m][n] replaces a[m][n] on output The diagonal matrix
of singular values w is output as a vector w[n]. The matrix v
(not the transpose) is output as v[n][n].
m must be greater or equal to n, if it is smaller, then a should be
filled with up to square with zero rows */

1****************************************************************************1

void SVD( int m, hit n, double **u, double *w, double **v)
{

int flag, i, its, j j j , k, 1, ran;
double c, f, h, s, x, y, z;
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double anorm=0.0, g=0.0, scale=0.0;
double *rvl;

/* a should be augmented with extra zero rows */

ifl; m < n) printf("SVDCMP: a should be augmented with extra zero rows");
if (( rvl = (double •)malloc(n * sizeofl;double))) == NULL)

exit(-l);

/* hotisholder reduction to bidiagonal form */

for( i=0; i<n; i++)

rvl [i] = scale* g;
g = s = scale = 0.0;
ifl; i < m)
{

for( k=i; k<m;
scale += fabs( u[ k][ i]);

if[ scale)

for( k=i; k<m;

u[ k][ i] /= scale;
s+=u[k][i]*u[k][i l ;

g = -S1GN( sqrt( s), f);
h = f* g- s;
u[i][i] = f-g;

for( s=0.0, k=i; k<m;
s+=u[k][i]*u[k][j] ;

f = s/li;
for( k=i; k<m; k++)

u[k][j]+=f*u[k][i] ;

for( k=i; k<m;
u[k][i]*= scale;

w[ i] = scale* g;
g = s = scale = 0.0;

for( k=l; k<n;
scale+=fabs(u[i][k]);

iR[ scale)

for( k=l; k<n;

u[i][k]/= scale;
s+=u[i][k]*u[i][k];

g = - S1GN( sqrt( s), f);
h = f*g-s;

for( k=l; k<n;
rvl[k]=u[i][k]/h;

ifl;i !=m- 1)
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for(s=0.0,k=l;k<n;k++)
s+=u[j][k]*u[i][k];

for( k=l; k<n; k++)
u[j]{k]+=S*rvlfk];

}
for(k=l;k<n;k++)

u[ i][ k] *= scale;

anorm = MAX( anorm, (fabs( vv[ i])+ fabs( rvl[ i])));
}

/* accumulation of right hand transfonnations */

for(i=n-l;i>=0; i-)

for( s=0.0, k=l; k<n;
s+=u[ij[kl*v[k][jj;

for( k=l; k<n; k++)
v[k][j]+=s*v[k][i];

5

/* accumulation of left hand transformations */

for(i=n-l;i>=0; i-)

g=10/g;

for( s=0.0, k=l; k<m;
s+=u[k][i]*u[k][j]-,

f=(S/u[i][i])*g;
for( k=i; k<m; k++)

u[k][j)+=f u[k][ij;

for( j=i

}
else
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O.O;

/* diagonalization of the bidiagonal form */

for(k=n-l;k>=0;k-)
{

for( its=0; its<SVDMaxIts; i
{

flag=l;
for( l=k; l>=0; 1--)

}
>f(flag)

nm = 1- 1;
if{(fabs( rvl [ 1])+ anorm) == anorm)
{

flag = 0;
break;

}
ifl[(fabs( w[ nm])+ anorm) == anorm)

break;

c = 0.0;
s=1.0;
for( i=l; i<=k; i++)
{

f=s*rvl[i];
rvl[i] =c*rvl[ i ] ;
ifl;(fabs( f)+ anonn) == anorm)

break;
g = w[ i];
h = PYTHAG( f, g);
vv[i] = h;
h= 1.0/ h;
c = g* li;

for(j=0;j<m;j++)

u[ j][nm] = y* c+z* s;
u[j][i] = z*c-y*s;

}
z = w[ k];
ifl;l==k)

w[ k] = -z;
for(j=0;j<n;j++)

break;

/* NO CONVERGENS IN SVDMaxIts ITERATIONS */

i(( its == SVDMaxIts- 1)
printfl["No convergence in 30 SVD iterations");

x = w[ I];
run = k- 1;
y = w[ run];
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g = rvl[nm);
h = rvl[k];
f = «y- z)* (y+ z)+ (g- h)* (g+ h))/ (2.0* h* y);
g = PYTHAG(f, 1.0);
f = ((x- z)* (x+ z)+ h* ((y/ (f+ SIGN( g, f)))- h))/ x;

/* next QR transformation */

c = s=1.0;
for( j=l; j<=nm; j

h = s* g;
g = c*g;
z = PYTHAG( f, h);
rvl[j]=z;
c = f/ z;
s = li/z;
f=x*c+g*s;
g = g* c- x* s;
h = y* s;
y = y* c;
f ( | j 0 i j

vtij][j]=x*c+z*s;
v[jj]["] = z* c- x*s;

}
z = PYTHAG( f, h);
w[j]=z;

z=1.0/z;
c =f* z;
s = h* z;

>
f = (c* g)+ (s* y);
x = (c* y)- (s* g);
for(jj=0;ij<m;ju++)

}
rvl[l]=0.0;
rvl[k] = f;
w[ k] = x;

/* free allocated memory •/

free(rvl);

/* Solves matrix equation ax=b for a vector x[m], where a[m][n] is given by
its singular value decomposition a[m][n] = u[m][n] w[n][n] Transpose[v[n][n]].
as returned by SVD. b[m] is the input right hand side. x[n] is the output
solution vector. No input quantities are destroyed, so the routine may
be called sequentially with different b's. */
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void SVDBk( int m, int n, double **u, double *w, double **v, double *b, double *x)
{

inti,j,ju;
double s, *tmp;

if ((tmp = (double *)malloc(n * sizeofl;double))) == NULL)
exit(-l);

for(j=0;j<n;j++)
{

s = 0.0;
ifl>[j])
{

for( i=0; i<m; i++)
s+=u[i][j]*b[i];

s/=w[j];
}

lmp[j]=s;
}

for(j=0;j<n;j++)
{

s = 0.0;
f<"-(jj=o;ii<n;jj++)

s+=v[j][jj]*tmp[jj];
x[j] = s;

}

/* free temporary array */

free( tmp);

/* To evaluate the covariance matrix cov[na][na] of the fit of
na parameters obtained by SVD, call this routine with matrices
v[ma][ma], w[ma] as returned from SVD. Input quantities na, w
and v are left unchanged */

/**•**•«»***********«****»***•••**«**»**********»***•**»*•»•«**••••*•***»****/

void SVDCov( int ma, double *vv, double **v, double **cov)

int i,j,k;
double sum;
double *wti;

if (( wli = (double *)malloc(ma * sizeof^double))) == NULL)
exit(-l);

for( i=0; i<ma; i++)

wti[i] = 0.0;

wti[i] = 1.0/ (w[ i]* w[ i]);

for( i=0; i<ma; i++)
{

for(j=0;j<=i;j++)
{

sum=0.0;
for( k=0; k<ma;

sum += v[ i][ kj* v[j][ k]* wii[k];
cov[j][i] = cov[i][j]=sum;
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/* return */

free( wti);

I* *****************,******* M / s j N PROGRAM ****************************** */
I* **••••••*••*#***•************••**•••••••*******************•**•****•• */

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];

{ FILE »fp,*out 1 file,*out2file,*fopen();
char s[20],inp_filenan]e[30],results[30],qiiadr_out[30];
unsigned long int time_refd2,time_refdl;
double **d2coord,*ycoord,**u,**u2d,**v,**v2d,*coerr,*coetnd,*w,*stdev,*w2d,*stdev2d;
double *xcoord,*xcoord2d,totacc,totaccgem,rruis,sig,tof reals,Re 1 ,foutRe 1;
double oppsotn,fout_Relfit,fout_Re2fit,Relfit,Re2fit,die_a_way,no_Ioops;
double foiil_eff,efF,nsf_exp,telIer,fout_nsf,S,Sx,Sy,Sxx,Sxy,tau_fit,fout1au;
double stdevtau_neg[4],stdevtau_pos[4],intercept, yO,qd2;
double rd2,kd2,td2,rdl ,kd 1 ,rr,kk,corr;
int i j,tel,spec_size,dimension;

/* ***•*«»*«**»**** Readjng ti,e input_file ********************* */

strcpy(inp_filename,"sp_out.dat");
strcpy(results,"res_out.dal");
strq:y(quadr_out,"cLContr.dat");
if (argc > 1) strcpy(inp_filename, argv[l]);
if (argc > 2) strcpy(results, argv[2]);
if (argc > 3) strcpy(quadr_out, argv[3]);

ifi[(fp=fopen(inp filename.'V")) == NULL)
{
printft" \n *** CANNOT OPEN INPUT FILE ! *** V ) ;
exit(l);
}

fscanflTp,"%s",s);
if(!strcmp("large=",s))fscanf(fp,"%d",&dimension);
else
{

prinlfl;"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exil(l);

}
ifl;(d2coord = (double **)malloc(dimension * sizeofl; double *))) == NULL)
{

printf("geheugen problemen ..An");
exit(-l);

}
for (i=0;i<dimension;i++)
if((d2coord[i] = (double *)malloc(dimension * sizeofl; double))) == NULL)
{

printi("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-I);

}
for (i=0;i<dimension;i++)
{

for (j=0 j<dimensionj++)
{

fscanfi;fp,"%lf', &yO);
d2coord[i][j]=yO;

fscanf{fp,"%s",s);
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if (!strcmp("spec_size=",s)) fscanfi(fp,"%d", &spec_size);
else
{

printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);

}
if (( ycoord = (double *)malloc(spec_size * sizeotfdouble))) == NULL)
{

printff'geheugen problemen ..An");
exit(-l);

}
/* */ fscanfl;fp,"%lf',&yO);

for (i=O;i<spec_size;i++)
{
fscanfl[fp,"%lf', &yO);
ycoord[i]= yO;
}

fscani(fp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("die_a_way=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%If', &die_a_way);
else

{
print(i;"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);

}
fecanfl;fp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("no_loops=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%lf", &no_loops);
else
{

printf("%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);

}
/* fscanfiXp,'Tos",s);

if (!straiip("tinie_refd2=",s)) fscanf(fp,"%lu", &time_refd2);
else
{

printfl["%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);

}
fscanflTp,"%s",s);
if (!strcmp("time_refdl=",s)) fscanfl[fp,"%lu", &time_refdl);
else
{

printfl;"%s unknown verification input string ! \n", s);
exit(l);

}
*l
fclose(fp);
time_refd2=0;
time_refdl=l;

S T A R T O F T H E FITTINGPROCEDURES ************* •/

/* *************** declarations single pointer ****************** */

if (( xcoord = (double *)malloc(spec_size * sizeof^double))) == NULL)
{
printff'geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

if ((xcoord2d = (double *)malloc(dimension * sizeof(double))) == NULL)

{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

if(( coeff= (double *)malloc(spec_size * sizeof(double))) == NULL)
{
prinlfl["geheugen problemen ...\n");
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exit(-l);
}

if (( stdev = (double *)matloc(2 * sizeofl;double))) == NULL)
{
printf("gelieugen problemen ...V);
exit(-l);
}

if ((w = (double *)malloc(2 * sizeof^double))) == NULL)
{
printf("gerieugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

if (( stdev2d = (double *)malloc(3 * sizeof(double))) == NULL)
{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

if (( w2d = (double *)malloc(3 * sizeoffdouble))) == NULL)
{
printfl;"gelieugen problemen ...\n");

}
if (( coeff2d = (double *)malloc(dimension*dimension * sizeof^double))) == NULL)

{
printfi;"gelieugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);

I* *************** ()eciara(ions double pointer ****************** */

if((u = (double **)mal!oc(spec_size * sizeofi; double *))) == NULL)
{
printfC'geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);

for (i=O;i<spec_size;i++)
if((u[i] = (double *)malloc(2 • sizeofi; double))) == NULL)

{
prinlfC'gelieugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

ifftv = (double **)malloc(spec_size * sizeo[[ double *))) == NULL)
{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-I);

for (i=O;i<spec_size;i++)
if((v[i] = (double *)malloc(2 *sizeofi; double))) == NULL)

{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);

if((u2d = (double **)malloc(dimension*dimension * sizeof( double *))) == NULL)
{
printf("geheugen problemen ...\n");

for (i=0;i<dimension*dimension;i++)
ifi[(u2d[i] = (double *)malloc(3 * sizeof( double))) == NULL)

{
prinlff'gelieugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

if((v2d = (double **)mal!oc(dimension*dimension * sizeof̂  double *))) == NULL)
{
prinlf("geheugen problemen ..An");
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exit(-l);
}

for(i=0;i<dimension*dimension;i++)
ift(v2d{i] = (double *)malloc(3 *sizeofl[ double))) == NULL)

{
printfl["geheugen problemen ...\n");
exit(-l);
}

/,»********.***»»«»**»•***»»*************»*****»•***•*****»•****••***•*«/

/* ************** CALCULATING THE DIE AWAY TIME ************************ */
I* ********************************************************************* *i

for(i=0;i<spec_size;i++)
{
xcoord[i]=(double)(i+time_refdl);
}

totacc=0.0;
tel=O;
for (i=3*((int) (spec_size/4));i<4*((int) (spec_size/4));i++)

{
totacc+=ycoord [i];

}
totaccgem= totacc / tel;

S=0.0;Sx=0.0;Sy=0.0;Sxx=0.0;Sxy=0.0;
for(i=0;i<die_a_way;i++)

{
S+=1.0;
Sx+=xcoord[i];
Sy+=log(ycoord[i]-totaccgem);
Sxx+=xcoord(i]*xcoord[i];
Sxy+=xcoord[i]*log(ycoord[i]-totaccgem);
}

tau_fit=(S*Sxx-Sx*Sx)/(Sx*Sy-S*Sxy);
intercept=(Sy*Sxx-Sxy*Sx)/(S*Sxx-Sx*Sx);
sig=0.0;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < d i e _ a _ w a y

sig+=(log(ycoord[i]-totaccgeni)+xcoord[i]/tau_fit-intercept)*(log(ycoord[i]-totaccgem)+xcoord[i]/tau_fit-i[itercept);
sig=sqrt(sig/(S-2));
fouttau=sqrt(S/(S*Sxx-Sx*Sx))*sig*tau_fit*tau_fit;

I* ******************************************************************** */
I* ******* CALCULATING THE PARAMETERS OF THE 1-D DISTRIBUTION ********* */

ifl;(outlfile=fopen(results,"w")) == NULL)
{
printfT \n *** CANNOT OPEN OUTPUT FILE ! **• \n");
exit(l);

syslem("cls");

printf|;"Eindresultaat: Simulatie :\n");
fprintf^outlfile,"Eindresultaat: Simulatie :\n");
printf(;"\n Spectrum I : \n\n");
fprintfl;outlfile,"\ii Spectrum 1 : \n");
printf("gem accidentals = %lf',totaccgem);

if (totaccgem > dellitn )

rniis=0.0;
sig=0.0;
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for (i=3*((int) (spec_size/4));i<4*((int) (spec_size/4));i++) miis+=(ycoord[i]-totaccgem)*(ycoord[i]-(otaccgem);
sig=sqr!(miis/((int) (spec_size/4) -1.0));
printf^" — sigma = %lf\n",sig);
printf("Die_a_way door fitting is = %lf +/- %lf \tau_fit,fouttau);
fprintfi;outlfile,"Die_a_way door fitting is = %lf +/- %lf',tau_fit,fouttau); totreals=0.0;
for (i=0;i<3*((int) (spec_size/4));i++) totreals+=ycoord[i];
totrea1s= (totreals-3 *totacc)*exp((0.5 +time_refd I -1 )/tau_fit);
Rel=totreals;
foutRel=sqrt(totreals + 6.0* totacc);
printf("\nTotaal aantal regie coincidences (zonder fitting) = %lf +/- %IPn",ReI,foutRel);
fprintf(oiitlfile,"\nTolaal aantal regie coTncidenties (zonder fitting) = %lf +/- %lf\n",Rel,foutRel);

SVDFit(xcoord,ycoord,sig,tau_fit-fouttau,spec_size,2,coerr,u,v,w,stdev,fl);
for (i = 0; i < 2 ; i++) stdevtan_neg[i]=coeffli];
SVDFit(xcoord,ycoord,sig,tau_fit+foiittau,spec_size,2,coefr,u,v,w,stdev,fl);
for (i = 0; i < 2 ; i++) stdevtau_pos[ij=coefili];

SVDFit(xcoord,ycoord,sig,tau_fit)spec_size,2,coefF,u,v,w,stdev,fl);
for (i = 0; i < 2 ; i++)

{
stdev[i]=fabs((stdevtau_pos[i]-stdevtau_neg[i])/2.0)+stdev[i];
printfl;"coefil%d] = %If +/- %lf \n",i,coeff[i],stdev[i]);
fprintfi:outIfile,"coefIT%d] = %lf +/- %if \n",i,coefrli],stdev[i]);
}

rd 1 =sqrt(coefIJ0]/noJoops/bufsize)* 1000000.0;
kd l=coefll 1 ]/no_loops/buf_size* 1000000.0* 1000000.0;
fout_Relfit=tau_fil*stdev[l]+coeffIl]*fouttau;
oppsom= tau_fit*coe(T[ 1 ];
Relfit=oppsom;
printfi;"Totaa! aantal reele colncidenties (met fitting) = %lf +/- %lf\n",Relfit,fout_Relfit);
fprintf(outlfile,"Totaal aantal reele comcidenties (met fitting) = %lf +/- %lf\n",Relfit,fout_Relfit);

else

printfl;"\nDie_away door fitting is = %If +/- %lF',tau_fit,fouttau);
fprintf(outlfile,"\nDie_a_way door fitting is = %lf +/- %lf',tau_fit,fouttau); totreals=0.0;
totreals=0.0;
fout_Relfit=0.0;
for (i=0;(i<5*tau_fit) && (i<spec_size);i++)

{
totreals+=ycoord[i]-totaccgem;
fout_Relfit+=totaccgem;
}

Re 1 fit= totreals*exp((0.5+time_refd 1 -1 )/tau_fit);
foutRel fit=sqrt(totreals+2*fout_Re 1 fit)*exp((0.5+time_refd 1 -1 )/tau_fit);
rdl=sqrt(totaccgem/no_loops/buf_size)*1000000.0;
kd 1 =Rel fit/taufit/noloops/bufsize* 1000000.0* 1000000.0;
rd2=rdl;
kd2=kdl;
printfi["\nTotaal aantal regie colncidenties (zonder fitting) = %If +/- %lf\n",ReIfit,fout_Relfit);
fprintf(outlfile,"\nTotaal aantal regie coincidenties (zonder fitting) = %lf +/- %II\n",Relfit,fout_Relfit);

/ • **••••*•••*••*#*#**********#*••••*•**********#****************•***•*** * /

/* ******** CALCULATING THE PARAMETERS OF THE 2-D DISTRIBUTION ********** •/
I* ********************************************************************** */

if (totaccgem > detlim )

for(i=0;i<dimension;i++)
xcoord2d[i]=7.0+5.0*((double)(i+time_refd2));
sig=0.0;
totacc=0.0;
teller=0.0;
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for (i=4*((int) (dimension/5));i<5*((int) (dimension/5));i++)
{
for (j=4*((int) (dimension/5))j<5*((int) (dimension/5)) J++)

{
totacc+=d2coord[i][j];
teIler+=1.0;
}

}
totacc=totacc/te11er;
for (i=4*((int) (dimension/5));i<5*((int) (dimension/5));i++)

{
for (j=4*((int) (dimension/5)) j<5*((int) (dimension/5))y++)
sig+=(d2coord[i]rj]-totacc)*(d2coord[i][j]-totacc);
}

sig=scirt(sig/(teller-1.0));
if (tolacc=0.0) sig=0.001;
printfl;"\n Spectrum 2 : 2-D SR : \n\n");
fprintf(outlfile,"\n Spectrum 2 : \n");

SVDFit2D(xcoord2d,d2coord,sig,tau_fit-fouttau,dimension,3,coefi7d,u2d,v2d,w2d,stdev2d,f2);
for (i = 0; i < 3 ; i++) stdevtau_neg[i]=coefr2d[i];
SVDFit2D(xcoord2d,d2coord,sig,tau_fit+fouttau,dimension,3,coefI2d,u2d,v2d,w2d,stdev2d,f2);
for (i = 0; i < 3 ; i++) stdevtau_pos[i]=coefT2d[i];
SVDFit2D(xcoord2d,d2coord,sig,tauJit,dimension,3,coeff2d,u2d,v2d,w2d,stdev2d,f2);
for (i = 0; t < 3 ; i++)

{
stdev2d[i]=fabs((stdevtau_pos[i]-stdevtau_neg[i])/2.0)+stdev2d[i];
printff "coeffl%d] = %lf +/- %lf \n",i,coefl2d[i],stdev2d[i]);
fprintf(oiitlfile,"coeff[%d] = %1f +/- %1f\n",i,coeff2d[i],stdev2d[i]);
}

rd2=pow(coe(i2d[0]/nojoops/buf_size/25.0,1.0/3.0)*1000000.0;
kd2=coefT2d[l]/no_loops/buf_size/25.0*1000000.0*I000000.0/rd2*1000000.0;
td2=coefl2d[2]/no loops/buf_size/25.0*1000000.0*1000000.0*1000000.0;
Re2fit=coefl2d[2]* tau_fit*tau fit/2.0/25.0;
fout_Re2nt=(fouttau*2.0*coerfl2]+stdev2d[2]*tau_fit)*tau_fit/2.0/25.0;
printf("\nTotaal aantal reele 3-groepscoincidenties : 2-D SR (met fitting) = %If +/- %lf ',Re2fit,fout_Re2fit);
fprinlf(oiitlfile,"\nTotaal aantal reele 3-groepscomcidenties : 2-D SR (met fitting) = %lf +/- %If',Re2rit,fout_Re2fit);

else

printf^"\n\n Spectrum 2 : 2-D SR : \n\n");
fprintf{outlfi1e,"\n\n Spectrum 2 : VT);
for(i=0: i <d imension:i ++)

xcoord2d[i]=7.0+5.0*((double)(i+time_refd2));
rr=rd 1 *rd 1 *rd 1 *0.000005*0.000005 *no_loops*buf_size*0.000001;
printf^"Randomcoef= %lf\n",rr);
fprint^out 1 file,"Randomcoef= %lf\n",rr);
kk=rd 1 *kd 1 *0.000005*0.000005*nojoops*buf_size*0.000001;
printl^"Mixed random-coinc coefl= %lf\n",kk);
fprintf(outlfile,"Mixed random-coi'nc coefl= %lf\n",kk);
Re2fit=0.0;
fout_Re2fit=0.0;
for (i=0;(i<dimension) && (i<4*tau_fit/5);i++)

for (j=0;(j<dimension) && (j<4*tau_fit/5)J++)
{
corr=rr+kk*(exp(-xcoord2d[i]/tau_fit)+exp(-xcoord2d|j]/tau_fit)+exp(-(xcoord2d[i]+xcoord2d|j])/tau_fit));
Re2fit+=d2coord[i] [j]-coir,
fout_Re2fit+=corr;
>

Re2fit=Re2fit*exp(3*(4.5+5*time_refd2)/tau_fit);
fout_Re2fit=sqrt(Re2fit+2*fout_Re2rit)*exp(3*(4.5+5*time_refd2)/tau_fit);
td2=Re2fit/noJoops/buf_size*1000000.0*2.0/tau_fit*1000000.0/tau_fit*1000000.0;
printfi;"Totaal aantal reele 3-groepscoincidenties : 2-D SR = %lf +/- %lf \Re2fil,fout_Re2fit);
fprintn;outlfile,"Totaal aantal regie 3-groepscoincidenties : 2-D SR = %lf +/- %lff,Re2fit,fout_Re2fit);
if(Re2fit<50.0)
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prtntf("\n\nMinder dan 50 tripletten gedetecteerd :\n");
printf("De Time Interval Analysis'-methode is niet meer in staat om \n");
printf|["een auto-calibratie van de efficientie door te voeren. \n\n");
exit(-l);

/ * ********************************************************************* *j

I* ******* CALCULATING THE DETECTION EFFICIENCY AND THE NSF-RATE ******* */
I* ********************************************************************* *i

eff=3.0*Re2fit/Rel fit*m2/m3;
fout_efr=3.0*ni2/m3*((fout_Re2fit/Relfit)+(fout_Relfit*Re2fit/Relfit/Relfit));
printfC"\nDe detecfor-efficiSntie : %lf +/- %lf",eff*100,fout_efP100);
fprintf(outlfile,"\nDedetector-eflicientie : %lf +/- %lf',efr*100,foiit_eff*100);
nsf_exp=2.0*Relfit/m2/eff/eff/(0.025*no loops);
foutjisf=2.0/m2/(0.025*noJoops)*((fout_Relfit/en7efT)+(fout_efr*2.0*Relfit/efr/eff/eff));
printfl;"\nAantal spontane fissies : %lf +/- %lf',nsf_exp,fout_nsf);
fprintffoiitlfile.'^nAantal spontane fissies : %lf +/- %lf",nsf_exp,fout_nsf);
printfl;"\nNSF-Rate : %lf +/- %lf',1000000/nsf_exp,1000000*fout_nsl7nsf exp/nsfexp);
fprintf(outlfile,"\nNSF-Rate : %lf +/- %lf',1000000/nsf_exp,1000000*fout_nsf/nsf_exp/nsf_exp);
fclose(outlfile);

I* ************** WRITING DEAD TIME PARAMETERS TO FILE *************** */

iflXoul2file=fopen(quadr_out,"w")) == NULL)
{

" \n *•• CANNOT OPEN OUTPUT FILE ! *** V ) ;
exit(l);
}

qd2=m4*efr*e(r*efr*eiTl'nsf_exp* 1000000.0/taufit* 1000000.0/tau J i t* 1000000.0/tau Jit/4;
fprintfi;out2file,"qd2=%lf\n",qd2);
fprintfi;out2file)"rd2=%lf\n",rd2);
rprintf(out2rile!"kd2=%lf\ii",kd2);
fprintfl;oiit2nie,11td2=%li\n",td2);
fprintftout2rile,"rd 1 = %lf\n",rd 1);
fprintfl;out2file,"kdl = %lf\n",kd 1);
fclose(out2file);
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